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is now available in its compiled and
published book. I ask that ordering information be made available. Phoenix Source will have these books available [seep. 181.
I honor those who allow the whole world to know their innermost terrors and experiences for it is the ONLY way in which the
masses can come to know anything of the TRUTH of that which
transpires in the Elite halls and back alleys-hidden,
corrupt and
ugly-brutally
ugly.
As you near Halloween, within the week, it is even more
important that you see and know of the integration of simple evil

P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

behavior with Satanism. The facts ARE that all actions away from and with
intent of wrong-doing ARE AGAINST GOD CREATOR and our wondrous
Creation.
We were given the privilege of running some of this information in series
You readers have continued to support the people involved and
damaged by these evil servants of Satan- and those controlled and controlling
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dividing the border into geographical and jurisdictional
fiefdoms
“‘states“j--f&Us short of the complex reality
of the almost 2,OOO-mile-longborder, which requires a
officials said. [If
Bersin, 48, attended Oxford
and
Yale universities with President Clinton and Harvard with
Vice President Gore. [A

James Brooke wrote
for
TIIWES. It appeared in the October 27 issue of the
NEWS, [quoting:]
FORT RILEY, Ran-With
cold autumn
Bashing off badges of double-headed eagles, a stern Russian
color guard high-stepped across the frigid Kansas steppes.
But
&woke
a
contradicting decades of
Cold War-era
first Russian soldiers to march on American soil came not as
invaders, but as participants in a training exercise for a
a
binational peacekeeping force.
a

“We have gathered here on the plains of Kansas to work
together,” said Maj. Gen Randolph W. House, the base’s
commander, as he reviewed rows of soldiers in green camouflage gear-half from Fort Riley’s 1st infantry Division
half from the 27th Guards Motorized Rifle Division of
Orenburg, Russia. For
next
300
Russian troops will work together on a peacekeeping mission
to a fictional Kanza. With scores of interpreters smoothing the
way, the binational force is to sweep for mines,
proteot food convoys and
Kanzan rcfugecs.
TransportedbyBladkhawkhelicopters~d~H~,the
Russian-American force will maintain a buffer zone between
belligerents in Kanza’s long-rum&g civil war. When attacked, the Russians and Americans will fight shoulder-toshoulder, firing laser-equipped Kalishnikovs and M-16s at
hostile Kanzans. Although no one in camouflage green
wanted to say it out loud, “Kanza” could be a code word for
Bosnia
On Nov. 1, the presidents ofBosnia,
and Serbia
are to start peace talks in Dayton, Ohio. President Clinton
to send 20.000
to oarticinate in a
6O,OOO-member,NATO-led peacekeel&tg mission. President Boris Yeltsin of Russia has resisted putting Russian
forces under NATO control, but Monday in Hyde Park, N.Y.,
he and Clinton reportedly agreed that Russia would send
2,000 troops to perform noncombat duties, like managing
supplies, running airlifts and sweeping for mines.

From the October 18 issue of the DAILY
[quoting:]
SACRAMENTO--In a move one critic
could turn
“utterly innocent” conduct into crimes, Gov. Pete Wilson
signed legislation to allow
police to arrest people they think are about to sell drugs or sex.
The crime bill, by Assemblyman Richard Katz, will make it a
misdemeanor for someone to loiter with the intent to commit
a drug offense or to engage in prostitution. It will take effect
Jan. 1.
According to the bill, intent to sell drugs or
could
shownby beckoning to passing
striking up conversations
or having a previous
or prostitution
Sher, a lobbyist for a defense lawyers’ group,
California Attorneys for
Justice
said the bill could turn ‘utterly
innocent” acts into crimes. “Every time the question was
asked, ‘How
police know (someone intends to commit
a crime),’
‘We
are,“’ Sher said. “I think that’s kind of frightening.” [No

From the October 10 issue of
NE& [quoting:]
NEW YORK-Andy Rooney of CBS’s 60 Minutes will
offer a $1 million reward Sunday for the capture and convictionof thekillerofNicoleBrown SimpsonandRonGoldmanbut the crusty commentator does not expect to have to pay up.
A spokesman for the program said Friday that Rooney is
outraged at the acquittal of O.J. Simpson and is offering the
as a protest
“,

bad,

This account of ?mnatural weather” comes from a recent
issue of
[quoting:]
PHlLADELPHlA-From Maine’s Penobscot River in
~eNo~toV~~~sPo~~~ver~~e~u~~~~g
droughthasle~expertsamazedatitsscopeandseverity.
“The
last 12monthshavebeenthedriestonrecordsincelS95,”said
William Brown a meteorologist with the National Cliic
Data Center, in Asheville, N.C. “It is ram that wc see that
FromtheOctober 15 issueoftheLoSANGEf&!?TZ’,
widespresdadrou~said~~~ahydrologivtwith
kluoting:l
SAN DlEG&-Attorney General Janet Rena has ap- the U.S. Geological Survey headquarters in Reston, Va.
pointed U.S. Attorney Alan Bersin to a newly created post of
“border czar”, which will oversee the far-fhmg array of law
enforcement agencies at the U.S.-Mexico line. The designation of Bersin as the attorney general’s special representative
In the June 1, 1995 issue of
onborder issuesrepresentsanunprecedentedefhortto improve
the flgbt against drug and immigrant smuggling and overhaul Life Committee of Mexico has made allegations that a UN
a bureaucracy that sufFersfrom internal conflicts, corruption programdeveloped to provide womenofthirdworldcountries
inefficiency.
a tetanus vaccine is really a program to inject the
a
a
women with an abortion-inducing drug. These
pretty stout accusations. However, the Committee says it
be&me suspicious in regards to some of the mat&&es of the
program. Onlywomenreceivethetetan~shot.
Thesewomen
It also recognizes that the traditional federal approachmustbebetweentheagesof
15 and 45, or of childbearing age. The women receive
multiple in&ctions as opposedtojustoneinjectionin
the united states. The program was introduced into
Catholic countries, such as
Mexim andthe Philippines,
where they are resisting UN
birth control measures. GoFrom
October 19 issue of
ing the extra mile to prove
[quoting:]
theircase,theCommitteeobPARK-Some are resigned; others terrified. But onetained vials of the tetanus
day alter the latest terrorist bomb ripped through a Paris
vaccine.
subway, all have the same grim assessment: the capital is
They claim it contains a
under siege. Increased security has become a familiar feature
humanhormonecalledhCG,
as authorities try to stem a bombing wave that has left seven
as well as the tetanus toxoid
people dead and 1SOinjured since late July. Urban residents
The injection of hCG causes
have grown accustomed to police searching their bags
~e~tod~elop~ti~outside department stores, stopping them for identity checks
ies .which at&tickand thus
or peering under benches and down crowded subway corriterminate subsequent pregdorsin search of anything suspicious.
nancies. The sandal is said
.
to include various branches
After Tuesday’s bomb injured 29 people on an underoftheU.S. Ckmzmm&sNacommuter train in the heart of Paris, the government
tional institute ofHealth. [@called out hundreds more troops to back up police guards at
embassim,pblic buildings and official residences. Respon:
sibility for most of the seven previous bombings or attempt4
bombings have been claimedby Algerian insurgents [aka
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year 1995 in the most evil city in your world-Washington D.C. Terror was struck in the hearts of the
Politicians and Harlots of the Nation blessed by God for
HIS PEOPLE TO AGAIN RISE ABOVE THE CACOPHONOUS NOISE OF CONFUSION AND HATE,
EVIL TERROR AND HEARTBREAK.
GOD HAS
SPOKEN AND ORDAINED THAT IT SHALL BE SO,
AND SO SHALL IT COME TO BE.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
October 23, 1995

Goes

t

This volume shall be called:
GOD
a good

OF

LIGHT-ATON

9

Journal
Journal

CONTACT for Journal
10/23/95
FOREWORD

As you walk through the storms, know that God is
with you if you will but be with HIM.
Just as is the Sun shining beyond any clouds, so too
is Aton (the ONE Light) shining through every perceived curtain of shadows. God bears many names, but
Truth and Light are HIS banners of recognition.
Any
who would walk in this sheltering Light shall prevail.
So, beloved friends, get the chin from the chest, weep
if you must when the blows fall-but succumb not to the
trashing you are going to get, for LIFE itself is a
journey of expected confrontations.
The point of the
enemy forces of God is to gain control of your soul and,
thus, YOU. Always MAKE SURE you are within the
pathway of that ONE LIGHT and keep your directionfinder focused on that Light and you shall not be put
aside. When confrontations
arise, check your own
bearings FIRST, and then release and put aside all
distractions after attending them.
It is no longer
“enough” to simply “believe in Holy God”; you must
stand squarely in His corner.
When you do these
things, the WAY will always be opened unto you for
your work in order to accomplish that which is necessary for our passage.

Confirmations are POURING in upon you ifyou but
pay attention and the beginnings of the turn-about from
evil toward Light is at hand. Just as the Sun offers light
unto the growing life-forms, so too does God offer
insight and LIGHT unto the SOULS OF MAN. “Take
MY hand and 1’11take you there,” as the guide said to
the child. “Hold My hand and you shall accomplish the
journey while within My shelter. 1 can see to it that
accomplish the purpose of your journey-if
you but
remain in the Hollow of My Hand,” said the Father unto
His children.
“I shall place conditions upon your
actions and intent-but
My love shall be ABSOLUTE
and will surround you with the
of
in the face
of conflict. When the blows come and the accusations
flow-lift
your face unto MINE and you shall sustain
the storm, for the Light shall flow FROM and ALL
ABOUT you in
(GOD’S) NAME.” ATON is the
name given to that ONE LIGHT, ALSO CALLED THE
ONE GOD. My own name reflects my mission and my
purpose; “H”ATON”N” is my name, and FREEDOM
IN GOD AND LIFE IS MY “GAME”. Go ahead and do
something RIGHT and make my day! Please, for it
shall also “make” yours. 1 need no courts of your false
laws or validation by your politicians and false prophets and speakers in your churches, temples and tabernacles-YOU
and GOD are MY VALIDATION! God
sends ME that 1 AM, and because 1 AM, so too, can
YOU BE. What more validation do YOU require? A
remnant of our people WILL SURVIVE, dear friends; 1
pray that you shall see the way and be among us.
The “march” has begun; the drumbeat is established. You had best stop counting and sorting your
crayon colors lest you choose the WRONG COLOR for
vour ticket to the Darade. God is no “color” for God is
ALL color-which,
of course, is LIGHT. God intervenes when the cry of MAN is raised in truth and desire
for goodness-and
you saw it on the 16th of October,

The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to
offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial
resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing
costs of the JOURNALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent.
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have
come this far.

Sun

DEDICATION
TO MAN WITHIN
GODTHERE
IS BUT ONE-AZ-ON1
“ATON” means, in Egyptian: THE ONE, or THE
ONE LIGHT, GOD! The name itself is the MEANING
within “atonement”. May you come to know truth and
live justly, for God asks not “perfection”, only the
INTENT of perfection toward a more perfect
So be it. God is the Father, Nature
the Mother, and when you have a bonding of the
perfection of the two into the ONE, you have CREATOWCREATION. THERE IS NO THING GREATER
THAN THIS. YOU are the child of this perfect unionmay you find your way back home.
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The actual gene makeup of the organism. This can be inferred from the phenotype of the
organism and from what is known of its ancestors
and progeny.
Sometimes called Mendel’s first
law, it can be stated as follows: Genes do not blend;
they behave as discrete units. They pass intact
from one generation to another, where they may or
may not produce visible traits, depending on their
dominance characteristics. Genes segregate at random, thereby producing predictable ratios of phenotypic traits in the offspring.
(ASSORTThe inheritance of an allelic pair located
TACT.
on a given chromosome pair is unaffected by the
simultaneous inheritance of other gene pairs located on other chromosome pairs. The different
traits assort independently of each other. Of course,
linked genes do not follow this so-called law.
[QUOTING:]
Chromosome pairs in the cell, other
than the sex chromosomes.
THE CHROMOSOME
THEORY
The phenomenon in which many genes
OF HEREDITY
are linked together on the same chromosome and
thus tend to be inherited as a package. Linkage is
an exception to independent assortment. The number of linkage groups for a species corresponds to
1. There is an old saying, “Blood will tell.” Is there any
the number of chromosome pairs characteristic of
biological basis for the ideas of “good blood”, “bad
the species.
blood”, “blue blood”, and blood lines generally?
CROSSING OVER: During prophase I of meiosis,
2. Can you cross a camel with a sparrow and come up
paired chromosome parts may be exchanged bewith an ostrich7 What is the result of a cross
tween homologous chromosomes via crossing over
between a crocodile and an abalone. A crock-aafter synapsis. Crossing over explains the appearbalone?
ante of recombination types as well as parental
3. If the laws of chance apply to hereditary mechatypes in crosses involving linked genes.
nisms, how is it possible to predict the outcomes of
FACTORS): Numerous
plant- or animal-breeding experiments?
different genes that produce a cumulative or an
4. What is the basis for sex determination?
addictive effect that results in continuous variation
5. It is possible to explain the color of corn kernels
in various phenotypic traits. For example, pigmen(either yellow or red) on the basis of a single gene
tation in humans appears to be controlled by polydifference.
How can you explain the hereditary
gene inheritance-an
increase in the number of
pigment genes transmitted to the offspring inmechanism involved in the inheritance of some
creases the pigment developed.
variable quality like tallness?

Ongoing
Lessons
About
CellularLife:Chromosomes
CODES
OF LIFE
AND
CELLULAR
LIFE
As we again turn to the discussion about cellular
life and the very “units” that make up living organisms
I am offering a reminder for you to REVIEW the prior
lessons on the subject. I believe that up to now we have
offered six parts covering what we will refer to in units
as Chapters and have gone through segment chapters 1
- 6. Life itself got in the way of the continuous flow of
this information.
However, there is no point in learning about life if you have no intention of “living” in it.
I hope that the Editors can decipher enough of these
writings to eventually gather all the lessons into one or
two volumes for your reference. The lessons will be
including everything from the very one-celied organism of living life-form to the viruses and bacteriology.
We, of course, have no intention of making you into
scientists or college professors but we do want you to
have a basic understanding of life-forms so that you can
KNOW what to do for SELF and HOW to do it. You
cannot have a solution to a problem of which you have
no notion of content. Your species is in decline and,
before it becomes extinct, it would seem you might wish
to change your directions a bit. You seem to now be
enduring “higher forms of killing”, with you as the
slain or “to be” slain. Let us not, through simple
ignorance, meet the axeman silently.
This particular segment which we will offer is
probably as dreary and beyond reach for the novice as
any-but it will cover briefly the
of heredity-so
it DOES most seriously touch each and
every individual entity upon the sea, land or in the air.
Bear with us and do try to understand. I will give a little
different approach to this segment and ask that the
answers follow DIRECTLY the question so you can
peek.
If you followed the Simpson trial you will
recognize some of the terms offered by expert witnesses
and tossed around by lawyers as if they know what is
being said. Perish the thought-but
wouldn’t it be
wondrous for all of YOU and for those lawyers to have
had our little series of lessons7
To get you back into the stride of these current
lessons we will offer one more chapter on the subject
and then I will ask for a recent article to be printed. It
is both interesting AND will present the “terms” for
your integration and self-testing for retained information. You will find it a wondrous thing to know that
which you read-much
like being in a foreign language
country and at least knowing a smidgen of their communications systems. To allow the testing in gaining
USEFUL information is even better. So please, let us
continue right along.
is
a
”

LAMARCKISM:
A term used to indicate the doctrine
of the inheritance of acquired characteristics. This
view was most clearly presented by the French
biologist Lamarck in the early 1880s.
A view, linked to Lamarckism, that
proposed that tiny particles called
entered the semen from all parts of the body and thus
provided the physical basis for the inheritance of
acquired characteristics.
GENE: The basic functional unit of heredity.
ALLELE:
An alternative form of the same gene. For
example, the genes for yellow seeds or green seeds
in peas are alleles. The genes for red flowers and
white flowers are alleJes. The genes for seed color
and flower color are NOT alleles.
DOMINANT:
When its presence masks the presence
of its alternative allele, an allele is said to be
dominant. In peas, the red-flower gene is dominant over the gene for white.
If its presence is masked by the presence of its alternate allele, an allele is said to be
recessive. In peas, the green-seed gene is recessive
to the gene for yellow.
HOMOZYGOUS:
If the allelic pair are alike in an
organism, the organism is said to be homozygous
for the trait governed by the alleles.
If the alleles are unlike in an
organism, the organism is said to be heterozygous
for the trait governed by the alleles.
The outward “visible” expression of
the genes, e.g., red flowers, tall plants, etc. From
the phenotype, it is often unapparent whether the
organism is homozygous or heterozygous

1. What is involved in Mendel’s “law of segregation”? What is his “law of independent assortment”7
2. How did Mendel test his hypothesis? Did he find
evidence for the acceptance of his hypothesis?
3. Chapter 6 is entitled
” What is this theory? What kinds of proof
confirm it?
4. Do all bisexual populations have a similar sexdetermining mechanism?
6. How does the fact of quantitative inheritance,
i.e., continuous quantitative variation in a phenotypic
trait such as body size or skin color, conflict with
Mendelian principle7

the
l.The body cells are related to the germ cells in:
one-way fashion: the germ cells give rise to the
germ cells but are not derived from germ cells.
b. a one-way fashion: the germ cells give rise to the
body cells but are not derived from body cells.
c. a two-way fashion: the
cells produce
pangenes,
are incorporated in the germ
cells and in turn give rise to new body cells.
d. a two-way fashion: the germ cells produce soma,
which is modified in the body cells and then
reincorporated in new germ cells.
e. no way.
b.
of the followinn

of sex determination

is
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dominant over the white.
e. None of the above.

prevalent in mammals, including man?
a. XY type
b. X0 type
c. ZW type

constitution, of the organism
e. none of the above

d. male haploid type
e. none of the above
8.

a.
3. Consider the following data concerning
frequency, then choose the statement
warranted on the basis of this data.
Frequency of crossing over between A and
Frequency of crossing over between B and
Frequency of crossing over between C and
Frequency of crossing over between D and
Frequency of crossing over between C and

crossover
that seems
B
C
D
E
E

=
=
=
=
=

10%
2%
8%
6%
2%

Linkage and crossing over are phenomena
provide important proof for:

that

a. the theory of the inheritance of acquired characteristics
b. the Mendelian laws of heredity
c. the chromosome theory of heredity
d. the theory of blending inheritance
e. none of the above

of paired hereditary factors (genes)
a. The genes A,B,C,D, and E are arranged in linear 9. The
that Mendel postulated occurs during:
order and are equally spaced on the chromosome.
a. anaphase of the second meiotic division
b. Gene E lies between C and D and is closer to D
b. prophase of the first meiotic division
than to C.
c. the brief interphase between the two meiotic
c. Gene E lies between C and D and is closer to 3
divisions
than to C.
d. anaphase of the first meiotic division
d. Crossover frequencies are of no value in mape. none of the above
ping chromosomes.
e. The genes A, B, C, D, and E are arranged in the
a.
following order: A,D,E,C, and B; A and B are
at the most distant loci on the chromosome.
10. Which one of the following pairs is mismatched?
a. alleles: alternative forms of the same gene
No. 3: b.
b. genes: paired hereditary factors-the
functional
units of heredity
4. The number of linkage groups that can be deterc. phenotype: the outward, visible type of the organism
mined for a species corresponds to:
d. genotype the hereditary type, or actual genetic
a. the number of genes present in the germ cells
b. the diploid number of chromosomes present in
the germ cells
c. the haploid number of chromosomes characteristic of the species
d. the number of sex chromosomes
e. none of the above

END OF LESSON
I am ending this lesson without going into the
detailed connections and percentages of gene dominance, etc. I know that this may well be very interesting to some of you but I have already lost a lot of readers
before we reached this point.
I wanted ALL of you to get interested enough to go
seek more in-depth information if you have such interest. It is up to you as to how much more information you
research. I will henceforth simply outlay the
which will continue to pop into all writings on this
matter and we will have to have “overwhelming” petition from you readers if you want more depth in the
outlay. Since so much of your recent and ongoing
science is in the crossing of genes, chromosomes, DNA
structuring, etc., it is imperative to have a smattering of
definition of terms in order to even glimpse inside that
wondrous world of life. Don’t get burdened by the
load-it is a delightful mystery which can ONLY cease
being a mystery when understood and SOLVED. To do
this adequately-you
must learn and there seem to be
no shortcuts to this knowledge. We don’t, however,
have to turn you into professors to get a glimpse into the
subject. I hope our work will tend to cause curiosity
enough to have some of you pursue the puzzle more
diligently for this is THE scientific arena wherein your
very developmental life or death shall be foundationed.
God said the way would be interesting-not
easy,
and yet, a task learned well-IS EASY to master. Salu.

5. The inheritance of pigmentation in humans can be
explained by:
a. simple Mendelian genetics ( 1 gene pair)
b. linked genes
c. the rule of dominance
d. multiple alleles
e. multiple-factor or polygene inheritance
No. 5: e.
6. Which one of the following pairs is mismatched?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5

inheritance of acquired characteristics LAMARCK
SUTTON
chromosome theory of heredity
MENDEL
pangenesis
WEISMANN
continuity of germ plasm
DARWIN
The Origin of Species
No. 6: c.

7. Which one of the following was NOT an assumption
made by Mendel in regard to the interpretation of
his results from pea crosses?
a. Each plant contains a pair of hereditary factors
controlling flower color.
b. The two factors in each pair are derived from the
plant’s parents-one
member of the pair from
each parent.
c. The two factors in each pair separate, or segregate, in the formation of germ cejl@; eac,h germ
cell receives only one factor.
d. The factor? fqr, re$‘flqwels qqd w$ite floyprs are
_.‘
altirtia~iVe’fofofms*df the’SAme fktor; the red is

preserved in
pq&m.
, .. .*

’

For details,

&New

Gaia Pro&r&&

@(&@42&J

‘V-J::I,‘*‘. j :

(See New~Gbih oidh foti at back of paper for more information.)
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himself likes to hum the insulin gene.
hard
take
As you make use of that which “is”, there is never
an overfilling of the mind. There is only more and more
room for accepting knowledge and truth. Sometimes it
is overwhelming and the tide rises too rapidly for full
absorption of all facts presented, all tales told, all
stories written-but
it is not space in MIND that is
lacking. You WILL find your place, dear ones, each
and every one of you, for a musician must make music,
an artist must paint, a poet must write, if he is to be at
peace with himself. What a man can be, he must be. All
you have to decide is “what kind of a person you are
capable of being”. Then, GO BE IT! It IS WISE,
however, to call upon the invisible universe for guidance-for that which the eyes see, the ears seem to hear
and the physical experience may well HIDE that which
is divine and inspired beyond that physical dabbling in
the clay of the potter’s wheel or the musicians keyboard. GREATNESS CAN ONLY FLOW FROM THAT
WHICH IS BEYOND THE PHYSICAL. Knowledge
can be gained-but
WISDOM is learned and, when
learned well, will guide the ships PROPERLY into the
harbor. Where is YOUR ship?
Let us turn to a most wonderful story with which to
test your new information about your very life-cell
structuring. You may want to keep your “terms” listing
handy but let us unfold the beautiful recognition of
having actually LEARNED something and let us hope
it will cause you to want to LEARN MORE. Thank you,
students, for allowing me to share with you this bit of
journey into KNOWING. From
magazine,
Nov. 1995, pg. 7 1: [For Discover
1 [QUOTING:]

by Clark Zimmer

a

“Part of the definition of life,” says David Deamer,
“is that it is in a place.”
Deamer is not uttering a koan in a Zen monastery.
He’s sitting next to a microscope in a biology laboratory at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
Deamer is a hard-core biophysicist, but still there is a
monkish quality to him.
It
not just from his unnervingly gentle manner of speaking but from his entire approach to science.
This is a man who, in contemplating the pattern of
nucleotides in DNA?represented
by the letters A,C,G,
and T-was reminded of musica! notation. By allowing
letters to stand for noted instead of nucleotidesand using E as the equivalent of T.-be tur.n&l human
into hypnotic melodies, available now for your
meditative pleasure on both tape and CD. Deamer

tone.
This is a man who isolates
chemicals from meteorites and asks guests in his lab,
“Do you want to smell outer space?”
It doesn’t hurt to have such a cosmic view of things
in Deamer’s chosen field of study: the origin of life.
Deamer is unusual even among the few dozen researchers in his field, and not just in his discography. For
most of the others, explaining the origin of life means
explaining the origin ofthe genetic code: How did DNA
arise from chemical reactions on the early Earth? How
did the original building blocks of today’s genetic code
assemble themselves into crudely self-producing units?
Were the first life-forms based not on double-stranded
DNA but on single-stranded RNA?

For the past 18 years, though, Deamer has been
gently reminding his colleagues that these questions
define only part of the puzzle of life. DNA does not
float loosely through the oceans. Life is constrained in
a place-or,
to be more specific, within a boundary.
Life is chemical interaction, and for that interaction to
occqi, life’s molecules must be close to one another.
Without a physical boundary of some sort, without a
skin, a bark, or e cell membrane, an organism is
nothing more &an a diffusing blur of molecules. To
explain how the first Creature came to be, you have to
explain
its innards got to be distinguished from its
surtoundiags:
In other words, you’ve got to explain
howthe first single-celled c++ure got encapsulated in a cell.
’ Over the years Deamer has persistently been teasing out some answers to this thorny quest”ion. Now he
has reached a milestone. Under conditions something
like those on the early Earth, he can cteate something
like a cell: an enzyme-carrying bubble that draws in
nutrients from its surroundings atid crafts them into
genetic material.
Call it a quasi cell-and
say that
Deamer has created quasi life.
_.

CELLS

.

A cell membrane’s importance to life is often
underappreciated,
says Deamer. “People say, ‘Well,
it’s just a little bag.’ But it’s much more. It’s the
interface between life and everything that’s outside.”
The membrane of any cell has to do many things at
once. It has to
impermeable enough to keep essential
things (like DNA) in and harmful things (like viruses
and poisons) out. Yet a cell membrane can’t form a
perfect seal. It
to be able to flush out waste and heat
from its own system and take in nutrients from the
surrounding medium. And the first cell membrane,
like the membranes of many single-celled organisms__
toddy; probably had to be able to collect energy as well.

3 1, 1995

When Deamer began his work on membranes as a
graduate student in the early sixties, biologists were
just learning what membranes were made of: think
films of oil composed of molecules called lipids,
tadpolelike things with little heads and long tails. The
heads are made of charged groups of atoms, such as
sugars or phosphates, while the tails are long chains of
uncharged carbon and hydrogen atoms.
All cells exist in a watery world. A water molecule,
though neutral, can behave as if charged because of its
polar structure: the oxygen atom pulls the electrons of
the two hydrogen atoms toward it, making the oxygen
end of the molecule more negative and the hydrogen
more positive.
This
polar structure is the basis for an interesting relationship
between water molecules and lipids: the lipid’s charged
head can form a weak bond with a water molecule, but
the uncharged tail cannot. Thus, in a cell wall, lipids
are usually arranged in sheets made of two layers, with
the lipids in each layer pointing in opposite directions.
The water-loving heads contact water both inside and
outside the cell, while the water-loathing tails stay
tucked safely within the wall’s oily interior.
Arranged this way, lipids make surprisingly good
barriers. A neutral or a weakly polar molecule, like
water, can pass through without much effort--thus
ensuring that cells won’t dry out. But a fully charged
molecule, or ion, trying to fight its way through the
uncharged lipid tails needs a lot of energy-10,000
times more energy than that needed by a water molecule. “That’s why if you try to dissolve salt in oil, it’s
not going to work; it’s just going to sit there,” says
Deamer. Thanks to lipids, therefore, a cell can keep out
of harmful ions while holding in ions it uses in the
production of energy.
In the early sixties biophysicist Alec Bangham of
the Animal Physiology Institute in Cambridge, England, made a remarkable discovery about lipids: they
can put themselves together. When he extracted lipids
from egg yolks and threw them into water, he found that
the lipids would naturally organize themselves into
double-layered bubbles roughly the size of a cell.
Bangham’s bubbles soon became known as liposomes.
Deamer was intrigued when he learned of these
cellular shells. In 1975 he went to England to work
with Bangham, taking a sabbatical from the University
of California at Davis, where
then taught. Together
Bangham and Deamer thoroughly studied the selfcreated liposomes, figuring out ways to increase their
volume. That work helped open the door to subsequent
research that has made it possible to use liposomes to
carry drugs and repaired genes into
body. And
discoveries have attracted an Cntensely interested
audience of b.iotechnology firms.
But it was then, 20 years ago, that Deamer and
Bangham also realized that liposomes might have provided life’s first shelter. Previously, researchers had
asvumed that megbranes were always built the way
they are now-by an intricate system in which DNA
provides the blueprints .foi the structure, and RNA
ferries the instructions to the cell’s protein-making
factories. If so, then genetic molecules had to exist
before membranes. But studies of liposomes demonstrated that if lipids existed at the dawn of life, they
would naturally, .apd quickly, haye formed simple,
albeit empty, membranes.
“If there were lipidlike molecules on the early
Earth,” says Deamer, “there must have been membranes that would have predated life. They would have
been just hanging around there as little bubbles until
something came along to inhabit them.” These bubbles
might have engulfed early molecules that had the crude
ability to replicate. The liposomes would thus be able
to protect them from their harsh surroundings and
concentrate them so that they could react (and evolve)
quickly and efficiently.
When he returned to Davis, Deamer pursued the
“membrane first” hypothesis, experimenting with mixtures of three comDounds
researchers believed existed
s
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on the early Earth: fatty acids, glycerol, and phosphates. In the right concentrations,
he found, they
formed into lipids, and in turn, the lipids spontaneously assembled into liposomes.
Now Banghams’s
ponderings had turned into some real chemistry, and
Deamer’s journey to life’s genesis had begun.
THE

WAVES

The waves that crash on the shores around Santa
Cruz must first travel over the jungles of kelp in
Monterey Bay. They pick up some of the flotsam of the
underwater forests: loose seaweed, the rare seal’s corpse,
fragments of countless dead plant and animal cells. As
the waves come closer to land, the lipids in this cellular
debris rise to the surface and lift their water-hating
tails to the air. The waves mix them together and they
join into bubbles. This cream-colored foam is different
from the normal silver froth of churning water; its
bubbles are so stable that it holds together on the
water’s surface. Sometimes when the waves reach the
coast, the foam shoots through channels of rock like
eggnog blasted from a fire hose. Other times it collects
off-shore into long ribbons, then rides up onto the sand
and into tide pools, where it sits quivering in the wind.
A short trek inland, in a grove of redwoods, is
Deamer’s new lab, where he has been for the past year.
Santa Cruz is a more appropriate setting for his work
than the flat farms around Davis; what is happening
down on the beach is much like what Deamer thinks
happened at the dawn of life.
To demonstrate those first steps, Deamer repeats an
experiment he first did a dozen years ago. At the time,
he explains, many researchers resisted the membranefirst hypothesis precisely because a liposome is so
impermeable. “A conceptual barrier that everyone then
had in their head was that there couldn’t have been
membranes on the first forms of life because you couldn’t
get big molecules inside them. But there’s actually an
easy way,” he explains as he picks through a frosty tray
of assorted vials he has taken out of the laboratory
freezer.
He opens a jar of lipids, extracted from egg yolk,
and mixes some of the clear oil into a small test tube of
water. To the naked eye the water seems unchanged,
except that it has taken on a slightly milky quality; in
actuality it is now full of microscopic bilayered bubbles.
Deamer extracts a few drops from the mixture and puts
them on a glass slide. With the casual precision of a
veteran chef, he then adds dried white threads of DNA
from salmon sperm to a second test tube, where they
turn gooey. He spikes the solution with a fluorescent
stain and adds some of these DNA drops to the lipids on
the slide. “Why don’t we get the hot plate going?” he
says to Ajoy Chakrabarti, his postdoctoral researcher.
Chakrabarti switches it on and puts the slides on its
surface.
“That’s our tide pool,” Deamer says, nodding toward the hot plate. “Imagine a primitive sun beaming
down on that. We’re going to let it dry down. The
bubbles are moving around, and pretty soon, as the
water leaves, they touch.
They fuse and you have
enormous planes of lipids. If anything is in between, it
gets sandwiched between the planes.”
After a few minutes of primordial heat, the lipids
and DNA on the slide have dried into a thin film.
Deamer fills his tide pool again by adding a few drops
of water. He puts it under a fluorescent microscope,
and Chakrabarti turns out the lights. Looking through
the eyepieces, you can see lipids squirting out from the
dried film into the surrounding water. At first they
writhe like snakes; gradually they swell into bubbles.
Some of them are dim, but others glow with the intense
fluorescent green dye attached to the DNA. The glow
is clear proof that as the planes of lipids curled up into
vesicles, the DNA that had been sandwiched in between
them got trapped inside.
There are many exotic new ideas these days about
where life originated. Some researchers say the grand

event took place around the furnaces of underwater
hydrothermal vents; others look in the spray of ocean
bubbles; and still others prefer clay. But Deamer’s
choice is tide pools, an idea that harks back at least as
far as Darwin’s warm, still ponds. Twenty years ago
researchers showed that the wet and dry cycles of actual
tide pools could bond together several precursors of
RNA. It seemed reasonable to think that these pools
could have been the cradle for genetic molecules, and it
was likely that liposomes would have sloshed into the
pools as well. “All this organic stuff is accumulating on
early beaches,” Deamer says, “and the sun is heating
and drying it and lots of natural experiments are taking
place that I’m trying to re-create in the laboratory.”
But a decade ago Deamer began to have doubts
about the materials he was using. Astronomers and
geologists were discovering the Earth had a violent
infancy-hundreds
of millions of years after the planet
had formed, giant asteroids and comets still crashed
into it, burning off its young atmosphere and boiling
away its oceans. In the process, they also destroyed all
the chemicals that researchers assumed were in liberal
supply on the early Earth, including the building blocks,
of lipids. “There were some naive aspects, but l,was
playing by the rules of the time,” Deamer admits of his
early research. “Still, given that there must have been
a first cell, it had to have a source of lipid molecules. It
had to.”

Research now suggests that the source was extraterrestrial.
Comets and meteorites evidently brought
seeds of creation to replace the ones they had destroyed, in the form of hundreds of different organic
carbon molecules synthesized when the solar system
was a swirling disk of gas and dust. After the last
atmosphere-killing
impacts-about
4 billion years
ago-smaller
comets, meteorites, and dust from space
could, in the space of a few hundred million years, have
brought enough organic carbon to cover the planet in
a layer ten inches deep. [II: I always
theories are

quite
Deamer wondered whether space could also supply
him with his membranes; specifically, he wondered
whether he could dig them out of a 200-pound meteorite that had fallen in Murchison, Australia, in 1969
and that was positively tarry with organic carbon.
In 1985 he traveled to
Australian National University in Canberra to study it.
“The question was,” he says, “are there any things in
the meteor that form bilayers?” If so, it would be fair
to assume that after impacts of similar meteorites in
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is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta is a grain of its own unique
being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (anti-carcinoma).
The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutants
and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike
other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong
protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to
strengthen immunity.
contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides)
which are an important factor in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune
system.
New
offers Bread Mixes that use pure
flour instead of wheat. The
taste is uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are cqmbination Bread Mixes with both
flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for
a 2 lb. loaf of bread which can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of
its equal. The mixes are easy to use with only the simple addition of water, butter &
sweetener, The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only.
Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade
bread needs that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes.
You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour.
These come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags.
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the ocean billions of years ago,
substances could
have washed up onshore in a tide pool, dried, and then
been rehydrated.
Deamer ground a piece of the Murchison meteorite
and extracted the organic carbon, made it into a slurry,
dried it, and then added water again. “I took that
ordinary extract and put it on a slide; I didn’t know
I was going to see. It was a wonderful surprisethe whole slide began to fill with these beautiful little
vesicles. I started taking pictures immediately.
It’s
like what they say about seeing a UFO-you want to get
your shots in. I can remember running downstairs to a
lunch group of my colleagues and showing the pictures,
and they looked at them and said, ‘From meteorites?’ It
was pretty hard to believe.”

found the aroma of outer space-it
attic.

smells like a musty

“Think about it,”
he says after some observers put their nose to the vial of
meteoritic organic carbon. “You now have molecules
in you older than the Earth,” Deamer jokes about
marketing it as cologne-Chanel
Number Five Times
Ten to the Ninth, he’d call it.
The scent of meteorites, though, might put the
researcher on the trail toward discovering how the first
organisms harnessed energy.
The
musty odor comes chiefly from a group of chemicals
named polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs for
short,
are made of hexagons of carbon and hydrogen atoms linked in various arrangements. PAHs are
unpleasant stuff-you
can find them coming out of
Since then Deamer and his co-workers have tried to almost any tailpipe-but
they may have made life posfigure out exactly which of the meteorite’s molecules sible on early Earth.
Some years ago researchers
form these membranes.
found a few things we can discovered that when a PAH is exposed to light it can
identify.
The problem is that meteorites are such give off an electron.
“That’s what
complicated things with hundreds of chemicals, and chlorophyll does for plants,” explains Deamer. Plants
we’re stuck with just a few precious micrograms to capture the energy of this free electron and use it to bind
analyze.” One substance they have isolated is nonanoic together carbohydrates. It’s possible, Deamer thinks,
acid, a chain of nine carbons, and they’ve managed to that in a similar manner PAHs could have supplied
form membranes with it. Yet their membranes fall energy to early cells. He has managed to incorporate
apart sooner than the ones formed from Deamer’s PAHs into lipid membranes. Now, he says, “We’d like
original stew, which suggests that the true membrane to make them capture energy in a useful form.
formers are probably still hidden.
Incidentally, it was during this work that Deamer

Nobody’s particularly
impressed yet, but we think we may be able to capture
carbon dioxide and use the light energy to attach it to
something else.”
Deamer was encouraged by this work-he had found
hints that meterorites supplied material to form membranes that could have enclosed complex genetic molecules and could have trapped energy. But how do you
get from there to a cell? One big problem was that these
early membranes would simply have been too good at
separating what they enclosed from the environment
outside. A cell needs to pull in ions and toss them out
all the time, so it overcomes its membrane’s impermeability with intricate channels, pumps, and shuttles.
Swallowed by a liposome, a primitive genetic molecule
would have been unequipped to manufacture channels
through the membrane. The liposome would not be
shelter but a prison--or at least, so it seemed.

“People think that membranes are permeable to
nutrients and ions only if you put a channel through
them,” says Deamer. “That’s the end of the story,
because that’s
way it’s brought up in textbooks.”
But he has recently discovered that the textbooks are
wrong.

a

Modern cells contain lipids with tails 16 to 18
carbon atoms long, with the rare 14-carbon tail appearing in some microbes. Tails with 12 or fewer atoms
don’t appear in any cell membranes, anywhere. To
: determine the effect of tail length on permeability,
m Deamer prepared lipids with a range of tails and tried
1 to make liposomes with them. By measuring Law
1
dye
he could meafl sure their impermeability.
Short tails, he found,
, couldn’t form bilayers at all; the best they could man1
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age were little clumps of particles. Lipids with tails of
at least 16 atoms, on the other hand, formed tightly
sealed liposomes that held their dye stubbornly. However, tails with 10 to 14 atoms could also form liposomes, though they were leaky. The tails evidently
weren’t quite long enough to form a permanently stable
barrier, and occasionally some of them would jiggle
around and create a pore. “No longer is it a pure oil
across there,” Deamer explains. “You’ve got a defect
that creates a space through which ions can leak. The
defect might last for only a millisecond, but you have
billions of ions striking a membrane per second, and if
something opens even for a microsecond, maybe ten
ions will squirt through.”
In 1990, Deamer started trying to toss ions through
these pores. Potassium ions, he found, would go through
nicely. In 1992, Chakrabarti managed to slip amino
acids, which are three times bigger than potassium,
through the leaky membrane. Perhaps, the researchers
speculated, the earliest membranes were made of such
short-tailed lipids; then, once the first cells had the
genetic machinery up and running to make protein
channels, they could make lipids with longer tails for
better insulation without starving themselves.
But
Deamer and Chakrabarti still faced an intimidating
challenge.
For their hypothetical scenario to work,
they would have to show that truly significant biochemistry could happen inside their liposomes.
And to
achieve that kind of chemistry, they would have to
provide an encapsulated enzyme with a steady diet of
much bigger genetic molecules. “If the potassium was
the size of a walnut, these molecules might be the size
of a watermelon,” explains Deamer.
At this point, Deamer and Chakrabarti teamed up
with molecularbiologists Gerald Joyce andRon Breaker,

nia, who have made the study of an RNA-based art%
cial life something of a specialty. [El:

The researchers began by forming liposomes out of 14-carbon lipids and used Deamer’s tide
pool method to capture an enzyme known as an RNA
polymerase. In modern cells this enzyme grabs nucleotides and puts them together into RNA. Four nucleotides are needed to make real RNA, but for simplicity’s
sake, Deamer and his co-workers used only one.
They then put these polymeraseloaded
liposomes
into a beaker of water in which two other molecules
One was the nucleotide-the
waterwere floating.
melon. The other was protease, an even larger enzyme
that acts like a molecular razor blade, cutting any other
enzyme it meets into bits and pieces.
(“For anyone
who works with enzymes,
is a dirty word,”
says Chakrabarti.) They let the liposomes sit for three
days, then added a dye that could seep through them
and bind to RNA. In theory, if the nucleotide could slip
through the pores of the membrane, it would be assembled into RNA by the polymerase. The dye would attach
to the RNA and signal the researchers that the procedure had worked. The protease was too big to get inside
the liposomes, but it would prevent any RNA from
forming outside their protective walls.
“We didn’t know if we’d see anything at all,” says
“But we saw all these vesicles glowing
Chakrabarti.
red with RNA. I hadn’t expected it to be so dramatic.”
The liposomes had indeed allowed nucleotides to enter
through their pores, and the polymerase had assembled

primordial liposomes forming in tide pools could have
performed someessential cellular tricks. [H: Yes,
As an analogy to early life, their quasi cell has *
obvious limits, Deamer and Chakrabarti know. It
builds simplified RNA, using only one nucleotide rather
than the full complement of four, and once the
produced, it can’t do anything-it
simply fills up the
liposome. Joyce and Breaker, however, have the expertise necessary to take the quasi cell another step toward
life. Over the past five years, they have perfected
method for making RNA evolve. Simply stated, they
put loose
strands in a beaker and give them a job
to do, such as cutting DNA; the ones that do the best are
rewarded with offspring. The researchers place the
selected RNA in a bath of loose nucleotides and enzymes and allow it to produce millions of copies of
itself. They use this process to evolve the RNA by
making the copying process slightly imperfect. Some
variants do the designated task better than their ancestors, and they in turn are rewarded with progeny.
Deamer and his colleagues now want to put this
whole loop of reactions inside their liposomes. There’s
no guarantee it will work. They’ll have to sandwich the
RNA, two enzymes, and two necessary primers in the
lipids and hope that all five molecules get trapped in
some of the liposomes. Then they’ll need to supply all
four nucleotides in the water surrounding the liposomes and hope that the molecules can get into the
liposomes fast enough to let the RNA direct its own
reproduction.
complerity of universities, institutes and
Even if they succeed, many questions will remain
before anyone will be able to build a functioning cell.
How does it manage growth and division-a
process
that demands mind-boggling choreography even in a
microbe?
B.S.!] How exactly is this dance powered
with energy?
Yet there are far fewer questions to
answer now than anyone expected. “These things we’re
now doing would have been unthinkable a few years
ago,” says Chakrabarti. “It would be great one day to
walk into the lab and say, ‘I think I’ll start up a cell
“science” behind or what?]
today. “’
“I’m pretty sure in the next live or ten years we or
somebody else will put together a system of molecules
that can take a source of energy and make more of itself
in an encapsulated environment,” says Deamer. “It’ll
be technically alive, but if we put it out to compete in
any natural environment, something will eat it long
before it has a chance to make its way up the evolutionary ladder. It’s going to be a big deal when somebody
gets to it, but this mystery of how genetic information
came into the biosphere-that’s
going to be unknown
for years to come.n
which you

Dr. Robert Eisenmann
Deamer isn’t going to lose his patience, though.
“As we work our way toward the first living state, we
find things all along the way. You pick a direction and
start walking. That’s really what I’m doing. You may
never know exactly how life began, but you’re going to
learn a lot along the way.” [END OF QUOTING]
Ah, now, did you count the number of “terms” and
“words” which you now recognize and that you did not
know before our brief lessons? Is it not wondrous to be
able to KNOW of that which this writer shares? I hope
that each reader now has better comprehension of both
the concept, content and coded meanings of this article.
You have come a long way readers and some of you are
at the brink of incredible break-through. Please abide
with us a bit longer.
Thank you. I hope you had studied your lessons
well enough to pass this quiz. Salu.
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constitutes a contempt of court.
The
to the
opens with,
“No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or
indictment of a grand jury.. .”
Some of our readers may still be unclear about the
actual authority or scope of a grand jury. You may want
to go back and reread, “Demystifying The Grand Jury
System”, which appeared on pages 18-22 in last week’s
(10-24)
In 1991, the U.S. Supreme Court made a ruling
which further delineates and clarifies the role of grand
This is particularly interesting in light of
juries.
current events concerning a grand juror from the Oklahoma City Grand Jury. This juror has been, just this
week, thrown off the jury for violating Federal Civil
Procedure, in an interesting turn of the tables.
In an article appearing in the November edition of
author Lawrence Myers writes, “Federal prosecutors refused a grand jury’s request to interview witnesses and ask questions, many centered on the
mysterious John Doe No. 2, before deliberating the
government’s case against Oklahoma City bombing
suspects Timothy McVeigh and Terry Lynn Nichols,
according to allegations made by grand jurors and
witnesses who testified in the case.”
In this alarming article, Myers states, “...he and
several others on the 23-member panel remain suspicious of the government’s case, as presented to the
grand jury that was seated at Tinker Air Force Base just
days after the bombing.”
Continuing, “Although jurors say they were convinced that both McVeigh and Nichols were involved in
the plot and that the government proved its case, they
openly stated on the record during the proceeding that
they suspected there were other conspirators, and the
government may have deliberately withheld information that could prove it. At least one grand juror
regularly objected to the prosecution’s failure to present
information on the elusive John Doe No. 2”
As if this weren’t enough, “The juror also expressed concerns about the conduct of judges and prosecutors who presided over the three-month grand jury
proceeding.
Among other alleged improprieties, the
juror claimed that an assistant U.S. Attorney advised
them that they could not directly question any witnesses. Instead, the juror said, he and the 22 other
jurors were told they must raise their hands to notify
prosecutors that they had a question.”
And thus, it would seem,
entered into the
grand jury process at Oklahoma City. Haven’t those
prosecutors heard of Supreme Court decisions as they
relate to grand juries? Or, what are they trying to
hide???
In an interview with
on Oct. 28, Oklahoma City grand juror (now, former grand juror) Hoppy
Heidelberg expresses his concerns clearly.
On October 24, 1995, U.S. District Judge David
Russell informed Mr. Heidelberg by letter that, “Effective immediately, you are dismissed from the grand
jury. Your obligation of secrecy continues. Any disclosure of matters that occurred before the grand jury

Hoppy Heidelberg told
“I don’t know
how you started your story on the grand jury system but
it really starts with the
Prior to the
the crown could prosecute anybody they
wanted to, for any crime they chose. This made it
convenient to eliminate political rivals or anybody who
questioned the actions of the Crown. After 1215, there
was a battle, of course, between English lords and King
John. And, King John was defeated, in effect, and was
forced to fight and sign this
And out of
that came most of our common law, as you know, and
out of that came the idea, the concept, of the grand jury
wherein the Crown or the State can only try people if a
jury of their peers has allowed it-a jury of their peers
has defined that there is sufficient cause to take the
person to court. And it was designed that they buffer
between the state and its citizens, to protect the citizens
from the state. And people don’t understand that
anymore and it’s a really important concept to understand. It is not just a tool that the state uses to indict
people they want to prosecute.
“The American people’s only protection from the
state is the grand jury system. Obviously, this is not
necessarily the government’s fault. This is the people’s
fault. Anytime the people abdicate any of their responsibilities it creates a vacuum.
And, as you know,
vacuums don’t stay vacuums very long. They are filled
by somebody. And typically, how it works is when the
American people abdicate a particular responsibility,
the government moves in. It doesn’t necessarily mean
the government had ulterior motives to move in; it
might, but it just means that it’s normal; that’s it’s
nature that vacuums are filled by somebody or something. And so, as the American people become more
apathetic and abdicate more of their rights and responsibilities, the government becomes more powerful. And
it is just like a camp fire left unattended, you know. As
long as you tend to your camp fire, it’s fine-you cook
your food, you stay warm, it’s a useful servant. But if
you don’t pay attention and your camp fire gets out of
control, you might find yourself in the middle of a

forest fire and be consumed. And government is not
unlike fire. It has to be tended, and minded or it can get
out of control. And you can’t let your servant become
the master or you’re in big trouble. And everybody can
understand that idea of what happens when a camp fire
gets out of control and becomes a forest fire. You can
be consumed by your little camp fire that got out of
control.
“It was my understanding from reading the handbook that was handed out to us as grand jurors, by the
federal government, that we’d have the right-that
m
grand juror has the right-to
question witnesses directly. And, I don’t know how to say this, it was
suggested that we don’t do that.”
Rick asked, “It was suggested by federal prosecutors?
Hoppy responded, “Yes, there was an attempt to
keep me from doing that.”
Rick: “Was that an attempt by others on the grand
jury or by those outside the grand jury?”
Hoppy said, “Both, in this sense, the prosecutors
objected and so the rest of the grand jury went along
with the prosecutors.”
Rick: “Was that typical?”
Hoppy: “Probably. This is the only grand jury I’ve
ever been on, so how do I know?”
Rick: “I mean, typical for w grand jury?”
Hoppy: “Oh yeah, whatever the prosecution wanted.
And that’s why I was gradually isolated and people
would avoid me because they knew the prosecutors
were angry with me. I was isolated, you know, because
they couldn’t afford to have all the grand jurors asking
some pointed questions. So, they had to isolate me and
make sure the jury understood that I was not on the
“approved” list, so that they wouldn’t copy-cat, you
know.
“You’re looking at legal issues, Constitutional
rights, functions of the grand jury, things like that-so,
from your point of view, how we were not allowed to
question is really more important than John Doe.
“I mean, you’re interested in possible prosecutorial
misconduct, possible violation of my Constitutional
rights, possible violations of all the jurors rights. That
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sort of thing. It’s all there. All of those are possibilities.
“Now, as the prosecution has pointed out to me in
trying to get me to be quiet, even though they didn’t
want me to ask questions directly, I did anyway, so
what am I complaining about? Well, that’s not the
point. The fact that I had to ignore instructions and,
sometimes, use subterfuge, just to get my questions
asked-I shouldn’t have had to do that. I should have
been able-and
on other grand juries-other
people
who have studied this have said, “Hell, most grand
jurors can even interrupt a witness while they’re testifying and ask questions if they don’t understand something.” It’s very open. And, I’d say that ours wasn’t
open. And, we were asked to submit our questions to
the prosecution prior to-and then allow the prosecution to ask the questions of the witnesses.
And I
disapproved of that plan. Because, you may just have
one question in mind but the witness’ answer may raise
three more. So, how do you really cross examine
somebody7 How do you examine a witness if you have
to basically submit written questions in advance and
are not allowed to follow-up? So, it was ridiculous and
I felt that my rights were violated as a grand juror with
that method.”
Rick: “Let me get your fax. (Reading the judge’s
letter to Hoppy.) ‘Each violation of the obligation of
secrecy may be punished cumulatively.“’
HIPPY: “How do you like that “cumulatively”7
How do you interpret that, Rick?”
Rick: “Well, I interpret that as a big hammer over
your head.”
HIPPY: “Right. In other words, instead of six
months it may be six months per offense. You can only
hold somebody for contempt of court for six months.
But, if you make each offense separate and make it
consecutive, you could hold somebody the rest of their
lives. When they use the word ‘cumulatively’ there,
they’re saying, ‘Don’t count on six months, but you
may be there for years.’
“I got a little handbook from Liberty Lobby years
ago. It was an interesting little book, so I didn’t throw
it away. . ..the last half of the book is strictly jurors’
rights, duties, and responsibilities.
It’s very interesting, and so I kept that-when
I got the handbook that
thev had given me, and as they began to challenge their
own handbook, I began to seek more information and
I recalled this little book and I was able to find it. And
then it confirmed everything that the federal handbook
said, and much more, Because the federal handbook is
not going to tell you about any rights of ‘nullification’,
see. [Laughter.] But the little old Liberty Lobby book
says, ‘Well, sure, you don’t have to do what anybody
says. You can do what you want. What you think is right.’
“And they’re not crazy about grand jurors understanding all of their rights or their authority. And they
sure don’t want them to understand what their authority is. They might begin to exercise it.
“If I am prosecuted-I’m
already being persecuted-but in the event I am prosecuted, that’s a wakeup call. Because if they get away with it with me, there
is no more grand jury system. It’s merely a formality
from that point forward. Because who in their right
mind would even serve on a grand jury, or if they did,
they’d damn sure keep their mouth shut if I got a big
old prison term, or something. So, this is critical to
America. My case, right now, is critical to America.
You know, am I allowed to exercise my rights as a
citizen? And as a grand juror? Or, am I not? And, my
rights are their rights. They need to understand that.
And I think most juries probably do, but most American people really don’t. But it’s not just, ‘do I have a
right to?’ The real question is, do they have the right
to? Because if I have the right to, so do they. And if
I don’t, neither do they. And so, this is critical to every
citizen in America, this issue of whether or not I have
the right to perform my duties without being hindered.
And, if I am hindered, to speak up.”
Thank you, Hoppy.
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Now, to find out what the grand jury can REALLY
do, read the following Supreme Court decision. Then,
if you can get your hands on a copy, you may want to
read Myer’s article in the November
(8 12) 477-8670. Or, simply stay tuned to mainstream
media to see how they cover this story of a grand juror
who knew his rights within the grand jury, refused
coercion, felt compelled to go public, and is now taking
the heat!
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6. Grand Jury-36.4(2)
Where grand jury subpoena is challenged on relevancy grounds, motion to quash must be denied unless
district court determines that there is no reasonable
possibility that category of materials Government seeks
will produce information relevant to general subject of
grand jury’s investigation.

Companies were not entitled to quashal, on grounds
of relevancy, of grand jury subpoenas
292, 112
seeking variety of corporate books and records and, in
one case, copies of videotapes shipped to retailers; it
was undisputed that all three companies were owned by
same person, all did business in same area, and one of
three shipped sexually explicit materials and court
could have concluded from those facts that there was
reasonable possibility that business records of the two
other companies would produce information relevant to
No. 89-1436-argued
on Oct. 29,1990, decided on grand jury investigation into interstate transportation
Jan. 22, 1991. [Quoting:]
of obscene materials. Fed.Rules Cr.Proc.Rule 17(c),
Companies which were subject of grandjury inves- 18 U.S.C.A.
tigation into allegations of interstate transportation of
obscene materials moved to quash grand jury subpoenas. The United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia denied motions. The Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit quashed subpoenas.
those
Certiorari was granted. The Supreme Court, Justice
O’Connor, held that: (1)
standard for reviewing
trial subpoenas did not apply to grand jury subpoenas;
(2) where subpoena is challenged on relevancy grounds,
motion to quash must be denied unless district court
determines there is no reasonable possibility that catPursuant to an investigation into allegations of
egory of materials Government seeks will produce in- interstate transportation of obscene materials, a federal
formation relevant to general subject of grand jury grand jury sitting in the Eastern District of Virginia
‘investigation; and (3) district court correctly denied issued subpoenas
to Model Magazine Dismotions to quash.
tributors, Inc. (Model), and to respondents R. Enterprises, Inc., and MFR Court Street Books, Inc. (MFR),
Reversed and remanded.
all of which were based in New York and wholly owned
by the same person. The subpoenas sought a variety of
Justice Scalia, joined in all but Part III-B of the corporate books and records and, in Model’s case,
opinion.
copies of certain videotapes that it had shipped to
retailers in the Eastern District. The District Court
Justice Stevens filed an opinion concurring in part denied the companies’ motions to quash the subpoenas
and concurring in the judgment, in which Justices and, when the companies refused to comply with the
Marshall and Blackmun joined.
subpoenas, found each of them in contempt. The Court
of Appeals,
quashed the subpoenas issued to
Opinion on remand, 955 F.2d 229.
respondents, ruling that the subpoenas did not satisfy
the relevancy prong of the test set out in
418 U.S. 683,699-700,94
S.Ct. 3090,3103standard for reviewing enforcement of trial 3104, 41 LEd.2d 1039-which
requires the Governsubpoenas does not apply to grand jury subpoenas.
ment to establish relevancy, admissibility, and specificity in order to enforce a subpoena in the trial context-and
that the subpoenas therefore failed to meet
compel
the requirement that any document subpoenaed under
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 17(c) be admissible
as evidence at trial. The court did not consider respondents’ contention that enforcement of the subpoenas
would likely infringe their
rights.
In
pears 498

II

ap-

they select
1. The Court of Appeals did not apply the proper
standard in evaluating the subpoenas issued to respondents. Pp. 725-729.
(a) The
standard does not apply in the conThe law presumes, absent strong showing to the
contrary, that grand jury acts within legitimate scope of text of grand jury proceedings. The unique role of a
grand jury makes its subpoenas much different from
its authority.
subpoenas issued in the context of a criminal trial.
the

Grand jury subpoena issued through normal channels is presumed to be reasonable, and burden of showing unreasonableness must be on recipient who seeks to
avoid compliance. Fed.Rules Cr.Proc.Rule 17(c), 18
U.S.C.A.

the

invite impermissible

‘s multifactor test would
procedural delays and detours
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while
evaluate the relevancy and admissibility of
documents sought by a particular subpoena. Additionally, requiring the Government to explain in too much
detail the particular reasons underlying a subpoena
threatens to compromise the indispensable secrecy of
grand jury proceedings. Broad disclosure also affords
the targets of investigation far more information about
the grand jury’s workings than the Rules of Criminal
Procedure appear to contemplate. Pp. 726-727.
(b) The grand jury’s investigatory powers are nevertheless subject to the limit imposed by Rule 17(c),
which provides that “the court
made promptly
may quash or modify the subpoena
or oppressive” (emphasis added). Since
a grand jury subpoena issued through normal channels
is presumed to be reasonable, the burden of showing
unreasonableness,
as the above language indicates,
must be on the redipient who seeks to avoid compliance,
and the Court of Appeals erred to the extent that it
placed an initial burden on the Government. Moreover,
where, as here, a subpoena is challenged on relevancy
grounds, the motion to quash must be denied unless the
district court determines that there is no reasonable
possibility that the category of materials the Government seeks will produce information relevant to the
general subject of the grand jury’s investigation. Since
respondents did not challenge the subpoenas as being
too indefinite or claim that compliance would be overly
burdensome, this Court does not consider these aspects
of the subpoenas. Pp. 727-728.
(c) Because it seems unlikely that a challenging
party who does not know the general subject matter of
the grand jury’s investigation will be able to make the
necessary showing that compliance with a subpoena
would be unreasonable, a court may be justified in
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requiring the Government to reveal the investigation’s
general subject before requiring the challenger to carry
its burden of persuasion. However, this question need
not be resolved here, since there is no doubt that
respondents knew the subject of the particular investigation. P. 728.
(d) Application of the above principles demonstrates that the District Court correctly denied respondents’ motions to quash. Based on the undisputed facts
that all three companies are owned by the same person,
that all do business in the same area, and that Model
has shipped sexually explicit materials into the Eastern
District of Virginia, the court could have concluded
that there was a reasonable possibility that respondents’ business records would produce information
relevant to the grand jury’s investigation, notwithstanding respondents’ self-serving denial of any connection to Virginia. P. 729.
2. This Court expresses no view on, and leaves to
the Court of Appeals to resolve, the issue whether,
based on respondents’ contention that the records subpoenaed related to
activities, the
Government was required to demonstrate that they
were particularly relevant to the investigation. P. 729.
884 F.2d 772 (Ca4 1989), reversed in part and
remanded.
O’CONNOR, J. delivered the opinion for a unanimous Court with respect to Parts I and II, the opinion
of the Court with respect to Parts III-A and IV, in which
REHNQUIST, C.J. and WHITE, SCALIA, KENNEDY,
and SOUTER, JJ., joined, and the opinion of the Court
with respect to Part III-B, in which REHNQUIST, C.J.,
and WHITE, SCALIA, KENNEDY, and SOUTER, JJ.,
joined, and the opinion of the Court with respect to Part
III-B, in which REHNQUIST, C.J., and WHITE,

KENNEDY, and SOUTER, JJ., joined. STEVENS, J.,
filed an opinion concurring in part and concurring in
the judgment, in which MARSHALL and BLACKMUN,
JJ., joined,
p. 729.
******
William C. Bryson, Washington, D.C., for petitioner.
Herald P. Fahringer, New York City, for respondents.
Justice O’CONNOR delivered the opinion of the
Court.
This case requires the Court to decide what standards apply when a party seeks to avoid compliance
with a subpoena
issued in connection with
a grand jury investigation.
I
Since 1986, a federal grand jury sitting in the
Eastern District of Virginia has been investigating
allegations of interstate transportation of obscene materials. In early 1988, the grand jury issued a series of
subpoenas to three companies-Model
Magazine Distributors, Inc. (Model), R. Enterprises, Inc., and MFR
Court Street Books, Inc. (MFR). Model is a New York
distributor of sexually oriented paperback books, magazines, and videotapes. R. Enterprises, which distributes adult materials, and MFR, which sells books,
magazines, and videotapes, are also based in New
York. All three companies are wholly owned by Martin
Rothstein. The grand jury subpoenas sought a variety
of corporate books and records and, in Model’s case,
copies of 193 videotapes that Model had shipped to
retailers in the Eastern District of Virginia. All three
companies moved to quash the subpoenas, arguing that
the subpoenas called for production of materials irrelevant to the grand iury’s investigation and that the
enforcement of the subpoenas would likely infringe
their
rights.
The District Court, after extensive hearings, denied the motions to quash. As to Model, the court found
that the subpoenas for business records were sufEciently specific and that production of the videotapes
would not constitute a prior restraint. App. to Pet. for
Cert. 57a-%a. As to R. Enterprises, the court found a
“sufficient connection with Virginia for further invesat 60a. The court relied
tigation by the grand jury. n
in large part on the statement attributed to Rothstein
that the three companies were “all the same thing, I’m
Additionally, the court
president of all three.”
explained in denying MFR’s motion to quash that it
was “inclined to agree” with “the majority of the jurisdictions,” which do not require the Government to
make a “threshold showing” before a grand jury subpoena will be enforced.
at 63a. Even assuming that
a preliminary showing of relevance was required, the
court determined that the Government had made such
a showing. It found sufficient evidence that the companies were “related entities,” at least one of which
“certainly did ship sexually explicit material to the
Commonwealth of Virginia.”
The court concluded that the subpoenas in this case were “fairly
standard business subpoenas” and “ought to be complied with.”
at 65a. Notwithstanding these fmdings, the companies refused to comply with the subpoenas. The District Court found each in contempt and
fined them $500 per day, but stayed imposition of the
fine pending appeal.
at 64a.
The Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit upheld
the business records subpoenas issued to Model, but
remanded the motion to quash the subpoena for Model’s
videotapes.
Tecum, 884 F.2d 772 (1989). Of particular relevance
here, the Court of Appeals quashed the business records
subpoenas issued to R. Enterprises and MFR. In doing
so, it applied the standards set out by this Court in
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U.S.
3090, 3103-3104, 41 L.Ed.Zd 1039 (1974). The
recognized that
dealt with a trial subpoena, not ings.
a grand jury subpoena, but determined that the rule was
“equally applicable” in the grand jury context.
F.2d, at 776, n.2. Accordingly, it required the Government to clear the three hurdles that Nixon established
in the trial context-relevancy,
admissibility, and specificity-in
order to enforce the grand jury subpoenas.
at 776. The court concluded that the challenged
subpoenas did not satisfy the
standards, finding
no evidence in the record that either company had even 397
shipped materials into, or otherwise conducted business in, the Eastern District of Virginia.
The
Court of Appeals specifically criticized the District
Court for drawing an inference that, because Rothstein
owned all three businesses and one of them had undoubtedly shipped sexually explicit materials into the
Eastern District of Virginia, there might be some link
between the Eastern District of Virginia and R. Enterprises or MFR.
at 777. It then noted that “any
evidence concerning Mr. Rothstein’s alleged business
activities outside of Virginia, or his ownership of companies which distribute allegedly obscene materials
outside of Virginia, would most likely be inadmissible
on relevancy grounds at any trial that might occur,”
and that the subpoenas therefore failed “the meet the
requirements
any documents subpoenaed under [Federal] Rule [of Criminal Procedure] 17(c) must
be admissible as evidence at trial.”
citing
at 700. The Court of Appeals did not consider
whether enforcement of the subpoenas
issued to respondents implicated the
We granted certiorari to determine whether the
Court of Appeals applied the proper standard in evaluating the grand jury subpoenas issued to respondents.
496U.S.924,
llOS.Ct.2616,
llOL.Ed.Zd638(1990).
We now reverse.

408
429

250

350

364,76

414
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This guiding principle renders suspect the Court of
Appeals’ holding that the standard announced in
as to subpoenas issued in anticipation of trial apply
equally in the grand jury context. The multifactor test
announced in
would invite procedural delays and
detours while courts evaluate the relevancy and admissibility of documents sought by a particular subpoena.
We have expressly stated that grand jury proceedings
should be free of such delays. “Any holding that would
saddle a grand jury with-minitrials and preliminary
409.
showings would assuredly impede its investigation and
338, 94 S.Ct. 613, 38 frustrate the public’s interest in fair and expeditious
administration of the criminal laws.”
410 U.S. 1, 17,93 S.Ct. 764,773,35 L.Ed.2d
the 67 (1973). Accord,
414 U.S., at 350,
94 S.Ct., at 621. Additionally, app!icaiion of the
jury proceedings
at 621, are subject to strict secrecy requirements. See Fed.Rule
Crim.Proc. 6(e). Requiring the Government to explain
349-350, in too much detail the particular reasons underlying a
Court’s subpoena threatens to compromise “the indispensable
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secrecy of grand jury proceedings.”
a party to whom a grand jury subpoena is issued faces
319 U.S. 503, 513, 63 SCt. 1233, 1238, 87 a difficult situation. As a rule, grand juries do not
L.Ed. 1546’(1943). Broad disclosure also affords the announce publicly the subjects of their investigations.
targets of investigation far more information about the
at 727. A party who desires to challenge a
grand jury’s internal workings than the Federal Rules grand jury subpoena thus may have no conception of the
of Criminal Procedure appear to contemplate.
Government’s purpose in seeking production of the
requested information. Indeed, the party will often not
III
know whether he or she is a primary target of the
A
investigation or merely a peripheral witness. Absent
even minimal information, the subpoena recipient is
likely to find it exceedingly difficult to persuade a court
[3] The investigatory powers of the grand jury are
nevertheless not unlimited.
that “compliance would be unreasonable.” As one pair
of commentators has summarized it, the challenging
408 IJ.S., at 688, 92 S.Ct., at
414 U.S., at 346, and n. 4, 94 S.Ct., at 619, and n. 4. party’s “unenviable task is to seek to persuade the court
Grand juries are not licensed to engage in arbitrary
that the subpoena that has been served on [him or her]
could not possibly serve any investigative purpose that
fishing expeditions, nor may they select targets of
investigation out of malice or an intent to harass. In the grand jury could legitimately be pursuing.” 1 S.
this case, the focus of our inquiry is the limit imBeale & W. Bryson, Grand Jury Law and Practice S
posed on a grand jury by Federal Rule of Criminal
6:28 (1986).
Procedure 17(c), which governs the issuance of
[4-6] Our task is to fashion an appropriate standard
subpoenas
in federal criminal proceedof reasonableness, one that gives due weight to the
difficult position of subpoena recipients but does not
ings. The Wu!e provides that “[t]he court on motion
made promptly may quash or modify the subpoena if impair the strong governmental interests in affording
grtind juries wide latitude, avoiding minitrials on pecompliance would be unreasonable or oppressive.”
This standard is not self-explanatory.
As we have ripheral matters, and prese-rving a necessary level of
secrecy. We begin by reiterating that the law presumes,
observed, “what is reasonable depends on the context.”
469U.S. 325,337, 105S.Ct.733,
absent a strong showing to the contrary, that a grand
740, 83 L.Ed.Zd 720 (1985). In
this Court jury acts within the legitimate scope of its authority.
475 U.S. 66, 75, 106
defined what is reasonable in the context of a jury trial.
We determined that, in order to require production of S.Ct. 938,944, 89 L.Ed.Zd 50 (1986) (O’CONNOR, J.,
information prior to trial, a party must make a reason- concurring in judgment) (“The grand jury proceeding
ably specific request for information that would be both is accorded a presumption of regularity, which generrelevant and admissible at trial. 418 U.S., at 700, 94 ally may be dispelled only upon particularized proof of
irregularities in the grand jury process”).
See also
S.Ct., at 3 103. But, for the reasons we have explained
above, the
standard does not apply in the context
418 U.S. 87, 139, n. 23, 94
of grand jury proceedings.
In the grand jury context, S.Ct. 2887,2918, n. 23,41 L.Ed.Zd 590 (1974);
319 U.S., at 512-513, 63
the decisiqn as to what offense will be charged is
routinely not made until after the grand jury has con- S.Ct., at 1237-1238. Consequently, a grand jury subcluded its investigation.
One simply cannot know in poena issued through normal channels is presumed to
advance whether information sought during the inves- be reasonable. and the burden of showing unreasontigation will be relevant and admissible in a prosecu- ableness must be on the recipient who seeks to avoid
compliance.
Indeed, this result is indicated by the
tion for a particular offense.
To the extent that Rule 17(c) imposes some reason- language of Rule 17(c), which permits a subpoena to be
would be
ableness limitation on grand jury subpoenas, however, quashed only “on motion” and “if
our task is to define it. In doing- so., we recognize that unreasonable” (emphasis added). To the extent that the
Court of Appeals placed an initial burden on the Government, it committed error. Drawing on the principles articulated above, we conclude that where, as
here, a subpoena is challenged on relevancy grounds,
the motion to quash must be denied unless the district
court determines that there is no reasonable possibility
that the category of materials the Government seeks
will produce information relevant to the general subject of the grand jury’s investigation. Respondents did
not challenge the subpoenas as being too indefinite nor
did they claim that compliance would be overly burdensome. See App. in
884 F.2d 772 (CA4), pp. A-333, A-494.
The Court of Appeals accordingly did not consider
these aspects of the subpoenas, nor do we.
B
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It seems unlikely, of course, that a challenging
party who does not know the general subject matter of
the grand jury’s investigation, no matter how valid that
party’s claim, will be able to make the necessary showing that compliance would be unreasonable. After all,
a subpoena recipient “cannot put his whole life before
the court in order to show that there is no crime to be
investigated,” Marston ‘s,
v. Strand, 114 Ariz. 260,
270, 560 P.2d 778, 788 (1977) (Gordon, J., specially
concurring in part and dissenting in part). Consequently, a court may be justified in a case where unreasonableness is alleged in requiring the Government to
reveal the general subject of the grand jury’s investigation before requiring the challenging party to carry its
burden of persuasion. We need not resolve this question in the present case, however, as there is no doubt
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that respondents knew the subject of the grand jury
investigation pursuant to which the business records
subpoenas were issued. In cases where the recipient of
the subpoena does not know the nature of the investigation, we are confident that district courts will be able to
craft appropriate procedures that balance the interests
of the subpoena recipient against the strong governmental interests in maintaining secrecy, preserving
investigatory flexibility, and avoiding procedural delays. For example, to ensure that subpoenas are not
routinely challenged as a form of discovery, a district
court may require that the Government reveal the subject of the investigation to the trial
that the court may determine whether the motion to
quash has a reasonable prospect for success before it
discloses the subject matter to the challenging party.

(7,8] Applying these principles in this case demonstrates that the District Court correctly denied respondents’ motions to quash. It is undisputed that all three
companies- Model, R. Enterprises, and MFR-are
owned by the same person, that all do business in the
same area, and that one of the three, Model, has shipped
sexually explicit materials into the Eastern District of
Virginia. The District Court could have concluded
from these facts that there was a reasonable possibility
that the business records of R. Enterprises and MFR
would produce information relevant to the grand jury’s
investigation into the interstate transportation of obscene materials. Respondents’ blanket denial of any
connection to Virginia did not suffice to render the
District Court’s conclusion invalid. A grand jury need
not accept on faith the self-serving assertions of those
who may have committed criminal acts. Rather, it is
entitled to determine for itselfwhether a crime has been
committed.
338
at 642-643,
70 SCt., at 363-364.
Both in the District Court and in the Court of
Appeals, respondents contended that these subpoenas
sought records relating to
activities,
and that this required the Government to demonstrate
that the records were particularly relevant to its investigation. The Court of Appeals determined that the
subpoenas did not satisfy Rule 17(c) and thus did not
pass on the
issue. We express no view
on this issue and leave it to be resolved by the Court of
Appeals.
The judgment is reversed insofar as the Court of
Appeals quashed the subpoenas issued to R. Enterprises and MFR, and the case is remanded for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion.

Justice STEVENS, with whom Justice MARSHALL
and Justice BLACKMUN join, concurring in part and
concurring in the judgment.
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 17(c) authorizes a federal district court to quash or modify a grand
jury subpoena
“if compliance would be
unreasonable or oppressive.”
414 U.S. 338, 346, n. 4, 94 S.Ct. 613, 619,
n. 4, 38 L.Ed.Zd 561 (1974). This Rule requires the
district court to balance the burden of compliance, on
the one hand, against the governmental interest in
obtaining the documents on the other.[*l]
A more
burdensome subpoena should be justified by a somewhat higher degree of probable relevance than a subpoena that imposes a minimal or nonexistent burden.
[*2] Against the procedural history of this case, the
Court has attempted to define the term “reasonable” in
the abstract, looking only at the relevance side of the
balance.
at 727,728. [*3] Because I believe
that this truncated approach to the Rule will neither
provide adequate guidance to the district court nor
place any meaningful constraint on the overzealous
prosecutor, I add these comments.
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The burden of establishing that compliance would
be unreasonable or oppressive rests, of course, on the
subpoenaed witness. This result accords not only with
the presumption of regularity that attaches to grand
jury proceedings, as the Court notes, see
at 727728, but also with the general rule that the burden of
proof lies on “the party asserting the affirmative of a
proposition,” see, e.g.,
592 F.2d 575,589 (CAl), cert. denied, 444 U.S.
866, 100 S.Ct. 138, 62 L.Ed.2d 90 (1979).
The moving party has the initial task of demonstrating to the Court that he has some valid objection to
compliance.
This showing might be made in various
ways. Depending on the volume and location of the
requested materials, the mere cost in terms of time,
money, and effort of responding to a dragnet subpoena
could satisfy the initial hurdle. Similarly, if a witness
showed that compliance with the subpoena would intrude significantly on his privacy interests, or call for
the disclosure of trade secrets or other confidential
information, further inquiry would be required. Or, as
in this case, the movement might demonstrate that
compliance would have
implications.
The trial court need inquire into the relevance of
subpoenaed materials only after the moving party has
made this initial showing.
And, as is true in the
parallel context of pretrial civil discovery, a matter also
committed to the sound discretion of the trial judge, the
degree of need sufficient to justify denial of the motion
to auash will vary to some extent with the burden of
producing the requested information. [*4] For the
reasons stated by the Court, in the grand
context
the law enforcement interest will almost always prevail, and the documents must be produced. I stress,
however, that the Court’s opinion should not
read to
suggest that the deferential relevance standard the
Court has formulated will govern decision in every
case, no matter how intrusive or burdensome the reat 728 (“The Court of Appeals accordquest. See
ingly did not consider these aspects of the subpoenas,
nor do we”).
I agree with the Court that what is “unreasonable or
oppressive” in the context of a trial subpoena is not
necessarily unreasonable or oppressive in the grand
jury context. Although the same language of Rule 17(c)
governs both situations, the teaching of
v.
418 U.S. 683,94 S.Ct. 3090,41 L.Ed.Zd 1039
(1974), is not directly applicable to the very different
grand jury context. Thus, I join in Parts I and II of the
Court’s opinion, and I am in accord with its decision to
send the case back to the Court of Appeals. I also agree
that the possible
implications of com-
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pliance should be considered by that court. I would
only add that further inquiry into the possible unreasonable or oppressive character of this subpoena should
also take into account the entire history of this grand
jury investigation, including the series of subpoenas
that have been issued to the same corporations and their
affiliates during the past several years, see
884 F.2d 772, 74775 (CA4 1989).
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is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United State&Is0 goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

430

1335, 1343
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1976)

in turn, began life in mid-October of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all
“The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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I realize there is great concern about what Mr.
Clinton is doing and considering in Bosnia. However,
Mr. Clinton HAS TO DO WHAT NEEDS DOING IN
BOSNIA TO CONTINUE HIS STATUS UNDER
“EMERGENCY POWERS”.
I have seen Ronn Jackson’s comments on the situation and I concur to some extent with his observations.
However (and Jackson knows this already and only
neglected to tell you FAX readers), he forgot to mention
the ONE MOST IMPORTANT FACT OF THE CIRCUMSTANCE.
Your “national emergency” status, which allows a
President to act independently of Congress and all
other bodies of government, is tied up with the continued extension, from Bush’s day, of the Bosnia “emergency”. Congress’ approval to send troops to Bosnia IS
NOT necessary, so Mr. Clinton speaks truth in this
instance, even if not in Constitutional integrity. Actually this is covered in your
as it gives him
the right to do anything he chooses as long as you have
valid Emergency Powers in position. Bosnia has been
“it”, as I said, since Bush. It has simply been extended
silently ever since it was pronounced. This is why Bush
told all of you that he knew “his Constitutional authority” when questioned, grinned and went forward with
his foolishness. I would further take exception with the
P.S. on Jackson’s notation: “...Hitler... was equally as
NO, don’t give them such
stupid as Bill Clinton.”
credit for it will do you “IN”. Neither are “stupid”both are/were incredibly shrewd foxes and realized
EXACTLY what was and is at stake here.
I would interject another request here for Ronn
Jackson: let him breathe, readers, he is paddling as fast
as he can in a very “shot-up”, hole-filled canoe. The
world is in the most treacherous state of Evil conspiracy
as has ever been on your place-and
they don’t
hand over.anything easily and they certainly do NOT
give up power or wealth easily.
They know their
Khazarian Big Deals are on their way OUT and it does
not set easily on their minds. Please keep plugging
along and let it evolve properly in its perfect sequence.
This is one river that WON’T be-pushed. “They” are
still hoping to getcha’ with the pulse system (to have
been tested in Washington on Oct. 16th). The satellite
is malfunctioning which offers the control system and
backup-so
we wait. It appears they plan to loose it on
you on Halloween so all will stay in holding, probably,
until they can evaluate effectiveness.
The adversary
recognizes Jackson as a very dangerous man to their
cause-and
he is. So, please, let us move on and
continue our work as best we can do so. At best he
won’t be able to offer as much as he originally thought
he could manage and, remember, he is doing the best he
can under his circumstances, whatever those might be.
Passage of time without delivery of promises is difficult
to overcome, so for goodness sakes, people, use your
reasoning minds. Do you actually think the Big Boys
are going to turn over trillions of dollars and smile
about it? No, they are not going to honor ANYTHING.

Why? Because your nation is in foreclosure and they
CAN’T honor such as gold certificates, etc. The only
thing a Jackson or a Grandma can dream for or hope for
is that the Central World Bankers would rather pay off
“something” than reveal the total deceit and run the
risk of full-disclosure at this critical time in historic
evolution into the New World Disorder. And remember, God’s delays are NOT God’s denials-if we but get
on, and stay on, the side of God!
There are many things which must take place to
turn a world around into a better way. To save the
is only a tiny portion Since it was only a
document TOWARD a more perfect union. It was
flawed at onset and remains flawed, especially with the
foolish amendments added after the
you have to do something to preserve what rights are
available, overcome the violence now pumped into the
citizens, AND establish some sort of non-chaotic foundation from which order can immediately establish
itself from the anarchy abounding. You are a very long
way from removing racism, hate and
shootcha”’
from your streets. Remember that God will interveneHE WILL NOT INTERFERE. AND, PLEASE, READERS, DON’T THINK YOU NEED TO INTERVENE
ON MY B’?HALF WITH ANYONE, ESPECIALLY A
RONN JACKSON. WE UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER
QUITE ADEQUATELY. I AM NOT ANNOYED “AT
HIM”; ALBEIT I AM ANNOYED.
BLUE
BALLS

ELECTRIC
OF LIGHT

Many of you, especially in and around this location
near the underground bases, are witnessing some “interesting” things going on, even in full daylight, but
more especially at night. It is far easier to observe light
working at night but it is also at night that the mosl
effective mind-control programming can be accomplished-while
most are sleeping.
As they have been activating the grid, we are
shutting down critical vortex lines and interrupting
some of the vertical shafts of pulse waves. We also have
to counter the pulses in the horizontal tower-to-tower
overloads. The fallout of these pulses are going to make
you sick, sans disease. You will have smooth muscle
rse with a lot of intestinal response-sick
stomachs to
the point of serious physical damage just due to the
heaving; intestinal tears will happen due to the diarrhea, and the more you “overn treat the symptoms, the
more natural flora you will kill. We can’t counter all
the damaging pulses, dear ones-all
we can do is
WARN you to beware and be very wary. Segments of
that massive globe-encircling pulse system are being
activated in readiness and tested for the “BIG” test.
Expect depression and just let it pass without active rse
to the suggestions you will be receiving to do damage to
self or others. I also suggest you keep dark glasses and
window darkeners at close readiness-for
when they
turn on the full load they may very well ignite the
radiation belt, Remember the big boys are running at
least two years behind with their photon experiments,
although the rest of their plans seem to be moving on
ahead of schedule. This unbalance does give YOU
PEOPLE a chance to change the flow and you have seen
the first example of such change.
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There will be a great man9 complaints of heartbeats being totally out of sequence. If the chest begins
to race-lie down and let it balance itself-you
need a
rather slow and steady beat to pump blood adequately.
DO NOT PUSH PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WHEN YOU
FEEL THE “DIS-EASE”!
The adversary will not
leave the system on very long this first massive try
because they don’t know what it will do and THEY
LIVE HERE ALSO. You can know from here on in,
however, that it will be used often and for longer
periods of time each try. This is a massive effort at
mind-control through radio stimulation within these
pulses. Wireless instructions will be fed into your
minds like veritable TV screens. Keep your individual
“bubbles” of plasmic energy around you so that you
have a barrier for the electronic signals.
You in
sheltered areas (where we have an estabiished “bubble”)
will note a visible “showering” effect of lights (somewhat like fireworks which “shower”) as the energy
pulses hit the umbrella. It will be much like lightning
striking something and then flowing to the grounding.
A lot of transformers will be BLOWN in great shows of
light and showers of electricity-it
is already apparent
in many, many locations. Electricity, as is lightning,
will be able to pass through the plasmic shielding-but
will ground itself so take care where you walk when the
“fireworks” start. You can expect power failures as
substations blow out so keep your little emergency
lights nearby, and something to warm yourself and your
food without electricity if that becomes necessary.
I would also suggest that you have your “emergency” supplies available within your dwellings so you
are not forced by need to leave home for intervals of
time while repairs can be made.
No one knows what the magnetic energy of these
tests will do to the fault lines, but around the globe you
now witness the testing in localized areas and it is
presenting with large quakes. Stay ALERT!
Stay
PREPARED.
I suggest that, if you can do so, prepare a large pot
of something like beans, soup, stew, casseroles or other
easy-to-keep food, freeze or refrigerate for longer melting times should this cut your electricity and gas supply
for a few days. A pot of cooked food can be eaten warm
or cold, so think a bit in advance. Some of you will be
having such as Chili suppers for the holiday-make
extra. I think the first test will be quite short and the
big boys are hoping not to trigger out-of-control events.
However, they are ignorant of what they do and you may
well have consequences beyond the expected. Be ready
to heat your soup over a hotplate candie, warm your toes
to a wood fire, and stay safe in the candle glow. I do
suggest that all fires be “contained” for, if the Earth
starts shifting, you will have fires ignited by the very
thing you use for a bit of light. I prefer you sleep with
no flame burning save in a fire-stove or in a lamp- which
goes OUT if tipped over-should
the power be shut
down. A minute of prevention and reasonable thought
will save your lives. Consider this as a “fire drill” and
in that way you will not be caught without direction.
Keep a supply of extra water available and at hand
where you have city supplies which require electric
pumps to get it to dwellings. Keep a supply of fuel in
your vehicles as well because most gas pumps run on
electricity. Just an ounce of prevention can save you
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tons of disaster and discomfort. Remember also that
you are moving into cold weather and getting chilled
will be nasty, so keep your gear available and blankets
easy to reach.
There is no way to tell what this electromagnetic
pulsing will do to the atmosphere so expect out-ofcontrol weather patterns-probably
a lot of rain from
the artificial clouds gathering to the electrical impulses, but there will likewise be a lot of electrical
activity without clouds or rain. This will be sporadic
and will be most intense where you least need more
moisture. KNOW that these systems have been in the
tinkering all around the globe so watch the patterns
already presented.
In dry areas you can expect ignition by electric
sparks of the grasses and flora, and the resulting fires
may very well be devastating.
What you will experience is “dry lightning” where there are no visible
clouds, but you will get a real blast from thunderstorm
cells and not necessarily any rain to put out the fires.
I suggest that Brent digest this writing down to a
short paragraph or two and put it on the hotline because
the test, if the stupid fools go ahead with it, will be
global-or
at the least “national”. There is no way to
know what to expect, as only small areas have been
jolted prior to now.
How can you local folks know that it is near?
Because you have seen US testing your shields and
monitoring Earth movement along the faults nearby
and all around Ridgecrest where the military has been
in full testing of their own systems and shields.
If you can do so, stay pretty close to home on
Halloween and leave the trick-or-treat crowd to the
risks. It won’t hurt your kiddies to do without their
candy for a day. Get your own supply and then you will
have some extra treats if you need them for the following days-for yourself.
I am remiss if I don’t tell you this information;
however, I am also tom about it because, without the
satellite system working (and it is now down), there
won’t be anything notable happening. I can only GIVE

YOU THEIR PLANS and hope you will use your own
reasoning wisdom. They can still activate great areas
of the system, so don’t just roll over and go back to
sleep. You are very vulnerable from Friday on. Parts
of the system are already in function but, as each grid
segment is activated, the pulse flow will step up a notch
and some of you are already uncomfortable.
Our own
people will rd more quickly but will handle the full
thrust far more easily than the ordinary citizen. Some
of our people are already rding with symptoms and
illness-but
as the frequency is stepped up-you will
find yourselves much more comfortable while the masses
will be suffering greatly. The high-pitched shrill tones
in the head are intentional to counter the original ELF
system. ‘Just go with it or turn on music or the noise-box
if it gets too uncomfortable and annoying. You near
“the crystal” are already shifting gears as the signals
are already nasty.
I have no way of isolating various locations so each
will have to generalize and be as prepared as possible.
Listen to your “inner” guidance and intuition and go
with it. Do not ignore warnings! While they are testing
this system over the next couple or three weeks, I would
discourage flying if not necessary because where the
two grid patterns mix you will have turbulence and
incredible warps in atmospheric conditions which will
be both sudden and dangerous. THAT isalready present,
especially over the oceans where the testing is already
taking place. Many travelers will have some pretty
ghastly tales to tell, and have had for quite a while. The
major tale is quite consistent of major and critical drops
in altitude and major turbulence and will be experienced by ALL planes flying through those given coordinates.
Watch yourself for dizziness and drowsy feelingsespecially while in motion, i.e., driving, etc. Don’t
take risks-the
life you save may well be your own and
you parents have no right to not be available for your
children during these times of terror and fright. Unnecessary risk-taking is not “macho”; it is stupid.
Mr. Jackson says that there WILL BE GREAT

BLOODSHED and you will need more than a few
journals and papers scattered around for protection. He
is, of course, quite correct. There will be much bloodshed and you must attend carefully your actions and
rses to that which will come. I wish I couldnot have to
agree with him in this matter, but the confrontations
are already in motion. I would most certainly urge him
to move right smartly along with the commitments, as
you are literally on the “eve” of great happenings and
you still need things for managing through this time of
upheaval. We each do what we can do, readers, and that
is all we can do. And whether or not you or I like it, Mr.
Jackson is in the same boat as are we in that capability.
He will keep his promises IF HE CAN DO SO-if not,
he won’t, and that simply is the way it IS. Worse than
the loss of a “Republic” is ANARCHY, and you are
moving into ANARCHY. This by definition means:
This brings down into
chaos all factions of government. So be it,
I do not write these things to bring FEAR but our
people, Dharma especially, is already hardly able to
hear above the noises singing in her brain synapses.
(Synapse:
a
It is NOT a
“ringing in the ears”-it
is a ringing in the brain
connectors.
This is a good point at which to simply leave the
writing for today. There are many things which need
attending and they become as important as more words
on paper.
Thank you for all the miscellaneous writing this
morning for instructions for other parties. We have to
do that from time to time, for remember: Always, at
every turn of the roadway-life
What you are experiencing and going to experience IS
THE PLAN IN ACTION TO GAIN CONTROL
THROUGH MIND-CONTROL
PULSE SYSTEMS.
PONDER IT! Salu.
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replace dangling prepositions from time to time, but
never mind sentence structure-just
please absorb the

by Hans Ulrich Gresch, M.D.

a

For contact with Dr. Gresch, he offers the following information:
[Friedrichstrasse
41, D-90408
Nurenbere. Germanv. Tel.: +49 911 363 226. FAX:
+49 9113658 408, CompuServe: 100433,2072, e-mail:
100433.2072@compuserve.com-Nurenberg:
October,
1995.1
Mind Control-Memories

misfits are in some of the highest benches and offrces of grammatical correctness. We will only change struc- Victim,
your nation’s life network. Please support these people ture in ALL INSTANCES to clarify. Otherwise, the
who are willing to risk everything to bring TRUTH to documents will be presented as written. We will try to
the lighted stage. Cathy O’Brien’s story is a multifaceted story of terror and horror beyond the “Stephen
King” variety of terror mysteries. Why? Because you
cannot put it aside and say, “Well, it’s just a novel.”
No, it is NOT “just a novel” of terrible chapters; it is
truth which involves men in the highest places of your
government and heads of state and churches.
MIND

CONTROL

Mind Control IS THE MAJOR development for
management of people and has come of age throughout
the world. We have written ofMind Control in America,
Russi?, China, and elsewhere. We have offered information on
have
offered tale after tale of these terror-secrets in such as
our journal # 9 called SATAN’S DRUMMERS [see
still more
altd more new information flows onto our desks and
overflows the stacks upon stacks of information and
correspondence shifted off to all of the space in the
rooms.
I am asked to consider moving aside from
for a few writing sessions and share one ofthe more
recently received documents (Oct. 18, 1995). Since we
are approaching Halloween, one of the more sacred
days of Satanic cults, perhaps it would be wise to do so.
Then, perhaps we can combine the chapters of information, already well presented, for the author.
The author’s name is Dr. Hans Ulrich Gresch who
personally sent the material to Rick Martin at CONmust understand that
gets
around, readers, even if some people are too frightened
to subscribe. I urge you to subscribe, for one of these
days soon-the
subscribers will find themselves in
safety BECAUSE OF THEIRLISTING AS SUBSCRIBERS TO SAME. If you are too frightened to subscribe-please
send a bit of a donation to the paper, for
week to week it must be reduced in size and content due
to lack of support. Our dream is that as soon as Mr.
Jackson can fulfill his commitments and agreements
with us, we can offer the paper at a much reduced price
and flood the public with free copies.
I ask that a copy of
be
forwarded by Rick to Louis Farrakhan. It is not just the
black ghetto inmates who are in controlled fear and
insanity-it
is the mass-mind in “final” trouble.
With this in mind, we will offer Dr. Gresch’s
experience with Mind Control in another tale of terror.
But note, readers, the concept is ALWAYS THE SAME
and you can SEE the inner connections of a global
network closing in on all people, everywhere.
Please realize that this document is written by a
psychologist who has a medical doctor’s license from
and the English structure may be lacking

$12.00 each (See Back Page for shipping and handling charges)
Send check or money order to: Phoenix Source Distributors
P.O. Box 2’7353
Las Vegas, NV 89126
for Credit card orders call l-800-800-5565
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THEORY

Mind control
misuse of the most advanced
knowledge and techniques of the behavioral sciences of
psychiatry and psychology, combined with the very old
methods of torture and brainwashing, for the purposes
of the military industrial complex.
The general objective of mind control is to transform a human being into an organism which is as
intelligent and competent as a human being-but which
has no free will, which could be programmed like a
computer, which is not able to ponder upon the consequences of programmed actions and which is not capable to remember the process of programming and
even the programmed actions after they were finished.
Mind control
industrial production with people
as raw material. In most cases it is arms production,
but you can also use mind-controlled people for other
purposes.
To seal up the source of radiation after an accident
in a nuclear power station, for example, could require
a suicide squad. Skilled mind-controlled technicians
would be able to overcome this difficulty while remaining calm and without signs of fear-ignorant
of the
deadly danger in which they worked.
Secret services or the political police can also
benefit from mind control. To infiltrate certain terrorist groups could be so dangerous that nobody with free
will would
to do this, but a mind-controlled
zombie would have no choices.
women (and sometimes men)
could be abused as mind-controlled sex slaves to satisfy
the perverted desires of powerful politicians -being
mere tools doomed to forget the degrading experiences
afterwards.
And, of course, the armed forces are interested in
using fearless, machine-like soldiers fighting impeccably in any situation with no hope of saving their own
lives.
Examples like this make it clear that with mind
control the democratic state under the law can solve
some of the intricate political problems concerning free
will in complex hierarchical societies indefinitely. Of
course this sentence sounds cynical, but you cannot
survive mind control without a good sense of “black
humor”.
Although mind control is administered secretly,
some representatives of the democratic state have to be
informed, therefore a convincing justification was cre-

ated and is fostered by the Satanic Cult of National
Security (SCNS). The essence of this justification is
that in order to save democracy you have to abandon it
gradually.
It is not surprising that in many aspects the Satanic
Cult of National Security (SCNS) resembles a fascist
And, because the members of this
secret society.
worldwide secret society are “determined fighters for
freedom and democracy” they should be called democratic fascists.
In contrast to the German Nazis
(Nationalsozialisten)
they aren’t guided by an elaborate ideology; their cognitive frame of reference is pure
technology. They are techno-fascists,
It is a defining
feature of techno-fascism that the fascist interventions
are hidden behind a democratic facade. Mind control
is the modus operandi and vivendi of an innovative
kind of fascism which is facade-democratic, so-called
reactive, techno-pragmatic and based on the advances
of the behavioral sciences, especially psychology, psychiatry and the neuro-sciences.
The ultimate goal of the SCNS is to subjugate the
people to dictatorial control, to prevent them from
recognizing this and to replace the real experience of
slavery with the fictitious experience of being a citizen
of a democratic state under the law. One of the methods
to achieve this goal is mind control; the most frequently
used technique is television.

THE
The process of producing a mind-controlled
vidual usually runs through three phases:

indi-

The goal of this phase is to prepare the mind and
the nervous system of the victim for programming. The
victim is placed into the condition of extreme helplessness, disorientation and fear, and is then confronted
with massive physical and mental stresses. The victim’s
sense of self-preservation is undermined, his identity is
weakened or destroyed and he is regressed to the emotional and cognitive state of an infant wherein his mind
is then dissociated.
The goal of this phase is to program the victim, like
a robot or computer, with new attitudes, plans ofbehavior and new frames of reference in which the attitudes
and plans make sense. At least two personalities are
constructed:
1. A robot personality that is consciously in contact
with the controllers to receive the programming; and,
2. An artificial new personality that is unconscious
of the fact of being programmed and that fragment is
unconsciously determined by the robot personality.
The robot defines himself as a robot; the conscious
artificial personality defines itself as a man. The robot
is oroerammed with endlesslv reDeated indoctrinations
and by means of conditioning ipunishments and rewards). The robot is called a “slave”. The slave is the
interface between the controllers and the new artificial
personality or personalities.
x

Y
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can be produced my means of hypnotism, drugs and
electrical stimulation of the brain (ESB) alone-eventually brought to completion by some “mild” or symbolic forms of torture such as psychic driving or sensory deprivation. (Walter H. Bowers has corrected this
error in the 2nd edition of his pioneering and breathtaking book
Second Edition.)
Drugs, ESB and especially hypnotism are not so
powerful. There may be some wizards who can manage
a lot with hypnotism but nevertheless, mind control is
not vaudeville but industrial production.
I am convinced that only unrestricted physical torture in combination with the “soft” psychological and psycho-physiological methods can do the job. Today to torture
somebody you don’t need a rack from the Middle Ages;
this could be replaced nowadays with a device emitting
the appropriate
With the term “physical torture” I also mean
torture of the nervous system.
The functions of unrestricted physical torture are at
least: To associate the original personality ofthe victim
with pain, panic and horror after which the desired
personality is conditioned with pleasure.
This is also for the purpose of functioning as aversion
conditioning to establish new behavior patterns through
which a panic-controlled
mechanism of amnesia is
induced, i.e., “If you remember, you will try to betray
us, but we will be informed before you succeed in
managing this because we are everywhere and thus you
will then be again tortured in order that you will not
remember!”
The purpose
is to produce an artificial, controlled Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD) which also is, under natural conditions, a result of traumatization (ill-treatment, sexual
abuse in childhood, etc.).
By the way, torture itself, even if not combined with
mind-control techniques, elicits monistic disorders or
memory blockades concerning the process of torture in
many cases. With heavy electroshocks the victim is
regressed to a state of an infant. Then the torture
resembles, psychologically, the ill-treatments of childhood. Rape is common, in addition, as an equivalent of
sexual abuse in infancy.
To be a human robot means to be mentally ill and
also defines a person suffering from Multiple Personality Disorder (MPD). The difference between a “natural” MPD and an artificial mind-controlled MPD is that
the latter was consciously tailored by the controller to
whom thevictimis tied by invisible, unconscious chains.
Many students in the field of psychology and psychiatry don’t believe that mind control is possible, and
that is probably because they haven’t understood the
basic concept: MPD produced by a simulation of the
natural conditions of its causes. This is very important
for ONLY if the natural conditions of the causes of
MPD are reproduced, will a human robot work reliably,
and is a “must” in all clandestine actions.
THE

METHODS

As far as I can remember I was the victim of a
program with the aim to delete my personality, to
literally dissolve my personality and extract it from my
nervous system. I am not sure as to whether or not I am
able to put all the details remembered into the right
chronological order. During a mind-control treatment
you lose your ability to localize yourself in space and
time asa consequence of being electroshocked, drugged,
hypnotized and treated with electromagnetic fields.
They told me that I was sentenced to death for spying
and that they had found a method to execute me while
leaving my body alive.
To achieve this aim they applied at least the following methods:
Depatterning
treatment
using electroshocks,
THE
ROLE
OF TORTURE
prolonged sleep deprivation
and psychic driving
I am surprised that many authors writing about (D.E. Cameron).
They also used a method developed by H.C. Tien
mind control believe that human robots (zombies, slaves)

The goal of phase three is toselectively erase the
memory of the victim. This is not really an erasure of
memory in the sense that the contents of memory are
destroyed, instead, the faculty to remember certain
experiences is deleted. At least two domains are erased:
All episodes directly or indirectly associated -4th the
process of mind control, and all biographical elements
that don’t fit into the logic of the new artificial personality.
The overall goal of this process is to convince the
victim that she or he is absolutely powerless and the
mind controllers are almighty-as
in “God”.

called Electrolytic Treatment (ELT). This uses electroshock and behavior modification with an aversion
conditioning of the old, with a reward conditioning of
the desired personality.
This is the most perverted
method which ever has been developed in classical
hypnosis, drugs and so on.
They utilized torture of my penis. They used a
device which I call a “torture trouser”. This is a sort of
loin4oth made of leather and steel bonds by which an
electrode is fastened to the penis of the victim. They
probably insert an electrode in the urethra, in order to
induce maximal pain with minimal traces so as not to
leave visible marks of torture. This is essential because
these signs would remind the victim of being brainwashed in spite of the fact that his memory had been
erased electronically following the sessions. For electric supply they use a cable or a battery so that you can
freely move and if the operator wants to torture you he
sends an electric signal to the battery using a transmitThis is a very practical device for aversion
ter.
“therapy”.
It was presented to me that they would torture me to
the extent I would give up my life, until I accepted the
premise that I would be dead, until I would be dead with
my body alive. And indeed, after some time the victim
is forced into some sort of “feign-death reflex” concerning his original personality.
This feign-death
reflex is frozen afterwards by dissolution of memory. I
was given a drug that induced near-death experiences.
When I was clinically dead a voice suggested to me that
he was God and that he had decided that I would have
to be born again as a slave. Then I was again reanimated.
Electromagnetic fields were used to induce panic,
fear, depression and pleasure.
By this means they
conditioned me very effectively. They used ESB, too,
but it was not so effective as other tools. They even
coagulated parts of my nucleus amygdala to produce
They detected the brain wave patterns
obedience.
associated with mental states and conditioned not only
the mental states but the associated neurophysiological
states as well.
It is obvious that they found a wavelength with
hypnotic effects so that they could give me posthypnotic orders while in deep trance states.
My memory was erased by electroshocks, radiation,
drugs, post-hypnotic orders and the described torture
mechanism.
THE

TRIANGULATION
OF THE
MIND

To triangulate the mind of a victim the following
steps are necessary:
The basic or original personality of the victim is
compelled to a “feign-death reflex” by means of torture,
and frozen into this condition. The “feign-death reflex” is associated with a modus of absent consciousness which is hard to describe, which is not synonymous with unconsciousness.
It is the consciousness of
a living-dead person-a
human being who has been
subjected to the fiction of being dead, who is actively
producing this fiction. This presents as literally living
as if being dead and is the irrationality of a victim who
has gone through a hell nobody can even imagine if one
hasn’t experienced it. The logic of this is obviously one
of the most important keys to understanding the mechanisms of mind control.
artificial robot personality is created which
receives programs consciously. This robotic personality is subjected to the fiction of being unable to have
self-consciousness.
It is programmed with a set of
rules, (self)-definitions,
attitudes, and views of life.
According to this heuristic behavior tuning, the robot
will steer the desired new personality out from the
subconscious. However, this is a very special kind of
subconscious.
The robot works as if it were in a
subconscious state but it is fully aware of reality and of
the ongoing actions being performed by this new personality. It is not able to develop even a rudimentary

form of self-consciousness.
It is executing its metaprogram to program the new personality well adapted
to the inner preconditions and the outer circumstances.
The new personality “doesn’t know” that it has
been mind controlled, can’t remember the treatment
and is not aware of the robotic unit in the background
of the consciousness. The robot unit resides within the
blind snot of the self-consciousness of the new uersonalitv. This is a very exhausting kind of double existen& and absorbs so-much emoti&al energy as to make
it relatively easy for the mind controller to implant a
suicide program.
To ensure that the robot unit is working reliably it
is programmed with the following suggestions:
“You are our robot. If you are conscious you will be
here with us. If you are here with us you will be
tortured. Your job is to steer the new personality which
will replace the bad old personality you once were and
which is now dead. Your job is to keep this bad old
personality dead. You have to steer the new personality
according to our guidelines, from the subconscious.
Whenever you are conscious you will be here and then
you will again be tortured. If you perform your task
well you won’t be tortured so often or as cruelly. But,
even if you are a good robot, we will catch you from time
to time to refresh your programming and then, of
course, you will also be tortured.
“That is why you will have to become accustomed
to the torture. Being tortured is your world. Even if you
are working perfectly you will be tortured from time to
time, until the end of your life. At some time we will
kill you, but you don’t mind for you will not know when
this will happen. The better you are functioning, the
better you will be treated. That is your fate. You can’t
escape this hell. So it would be best to learn to enjoy the
torture. Pain is pleasure; pleasure is pain. We have
implanted a transmitter into your brain. We can detect
whether or not you are conscious. You are kept under
surveillance using satellites. Whenever you stop working reliably and whenever you become conscious, this
will be detected and then you will be tortured with
extreme cruelty. We are everywhere.”
It does not matter whether or not the mentioned
surveillance technology actually exists. What is important is that the robot believes it.
Following these three steps the psychodynamics of
mind control is generated. This is the heart of human
robotics. The survival instinct is associated with the
new, artificial personality. Sometimes mind control is
employed without generating such a sophisticated triangular structure. In this instance the victim is working on the basis of algorithmic programs only, i.e.,
assassinating a foreign politician and then committing
suicide. This is more behavioristic as a kind of programming and is suitable for well-defined short-term
tasks, but isn’t flexible enough to exhaust the full
potential of human robotics. For fine-tuning the robot
behavior the most advanced knowledge of cognitive
psychology is exploited.

Every detective begins his investigation
with
Cicero’s old question: “Cui bono?”
They said they were the Mossad (Israel’s
and the Shaback (Israel’s “FBI”). As a German I would
like to make clear that I am not an anti-Semitic or an
enemy of the state of Israel. Perhaps the controllers
falsely told me they were Israelis because they could
know that a German insisting of being tortured by
Israelis would be suspected as being an anti-Semitic
liar.
I was kidnapped and brought to an interrogation
camp in a desert several times. But I can’t be sure that
the involved were really Mossad, the Shaback or the
CIA. Some say I was a victim of an international secret
service and psychiatric cooperation headed by the Pentagon in the name of “national security”. I have no
proof, only memories. Because I don’t know who they

were I will call them, ironically, SCNS in the following
writing. This abbreviation stands for: “Satanic Cult of
National Security”.
The controllers told me that the Soviets had developed powerful mind-control techniques so that they
were urged to do the same. This is an old trick used
again and again throughout history. I clearly object to
the susnicion that the organization behind this assault
on human rights comes corn outer space or has something to do with “real” satanic cults (other than the
SCNS), the Illuminati or some other kind of conspiracy
3

us.]. I don’t believe that aliens have
visited our planet, but if aliens’do exist they are probably not as cruel as our human, all-too-human, controllers. Sometimes the controllers lead their victims into
believing they are aliens, “real”, non-governmental
satanists or something similar. These are obviously
“cover” stories. The SCNS is phenomenologically
a
cult, but essentially a governmental structure.
We must stop them. What they are trying to
accomplish is total mental holocaust, nothing less.
What I have experienced was as some sort of instant
concentration camp treatment at its worst. It is my
strong belief that the basic ideas of mind control and
human robot productions stem from German KZs. KZ
is the German abbreviation for “concentration camp”
(Konzentrationslager).
I don’t know who the Werner von Braun of KZPsychiatry was who was hired by the U.S. intelligence
agencies after the war, but the modus operandi of mind
control makes me believe that initially a potent Nazi
brain was hidden behind it and buried within it.
[END QUOTING OF PART l]
You are, as we speak, the hapless victims and
receivers of the advanced electronic mind-control systems established on a global scale. Perhaps the “individual” mind-controlled robot is necessary for individual tasks and services-but
the success of world
control is going to be measured according to the success
of the global pulse systems and the localized and focused systems which will control and instruct the
“masses” in given locations: for example, Los Angeles
when riots are desired, Washington D.C. as the Million
Man March was under way, etc. It was fully planned to
test the system in Washington D.C. on October 16th at
which time the Million Man March would turn into the
Million Man Slaughter
2

The reason that you can’t tell just WHO is behind
this massive and warped program is because the Elite
have joined resources for global control.
Once the
minds of mankind are controlled in massive mannermankind is enslaved. There is no need to try to get the
whole of mankind to have compassion and desire for
freedom FOR ALL. The masses are already mindwarped according to the desires of the media puppetmasters and the puppets already dance to the strings of
the master. It will not be until man takes up responsibility for changing SELF within the intent of God
Creator as balanced, functioning parts of The Creation,
with intents of harmony and balance, that Earth man
can hope for survival.
We dedicate this man’s writings to the Cathy
O’Briens of the world-for confirmation that the methodology and programming is the same around the globe.
It is an organized program for global CONTROL. Salu.
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GulfWar Syndrome
OpenLetter To Joyce.Riley
got

ago,

CONTACT
give

a

TO JOYCE RJLEY
Dear Joyce : I am responding to your letter of October 23,1995, a copy of which is attached.
You wrote to me because of a radio show host person named !&z&tWheeler, who according to your
letter is making slanderous statements about me. From what you wTotc,
and he apparently made even more slanderous and callous statements to you
If you have a copy of a ‘tape,please
review consideration of legal action.
Now, on the one hand, 1 would
government
out
myself.
the govermnertt
say something negative about me, heck, perhaps there
may be some listeners out there who would be wondering why and I wouldn’t blame them one bit. As
you personally know, the b%vernmenthas taken action against me in many ways, but not pubIicly, until
only recently. Prior to this, they have used the California FEDERAL Bank
IRS
actions
against me, and many other situations.
About Mr. Wheeler. 1 have never met him. Who made him any
his credentials ? Is he a Gulf War Veteran, and if not wha does he get
qualifications to speak
about Gulf War Syndrome ? AtIer all, we are talking about two diffixent things here, the GWI. and
Peter Kawaja. They are connected/related, but with regards to GWS, Mr. Wheeler
ACTlVEI,Y
attacking Gulf Veterans who are sick and dying, and those who are already dead. WHY ?
You state in your letter in the second to last paragraph, that he is not convinced there is an illness, that
HF,
just because they are dying doesn’t mean it is the Gulf War Illness. Has Mr. V/be&r
PROVEN to you WHAT these Gulrvets are dying from on American soil, since he is convinced it isn’t
GWT ? lf Mr. Wheeler KlrIOWS what it is
is certain it isn’t GWS, why is he not helping Gulf
Vetemns ? where is HIS evidence for his “beliefs and statements” ? All I see in your letter is a
“personal opinion”. lfc seems nothing but a mouth-piece for the
and DOD, as his commentaries
about GWl is a reverberation of && statements. BUT - what does “his beliefs” have to do with my
particular EVlDENCE ‘? I4is ludicrous statements about DYING Veterans without Merit and plain
DISGUSTING, f& someone who “claims” to be a patriot
has a talk
on the USA Patriot
Network. 1 defend Whee\et’s right have an opinion, and to challenge anything 1 say - in his mind/to
himself, his family or close friends. However, for Mr. Wheeler to
his position as a talk show host
on a PATRIOT Network to air his “personal” opinion and SLANDER me, is unacceptable. Unless this is
not his opinion. but the opinion of someone elk,. and who might that be ? If Mr. Wheeler is truly a
Patriot, and he had a problem with any statement I made, he would have called me or written to me. and
said something like this > “Mr.
I have heard you tell your story, and we appreciate all you are
saying about our common enemy of the Constitution and Republic, but I have a problem with .. .....
would you please clarify it for me?” The FACT that Mr. Wheeler attacked me without my knowing,
behind my back, shows his true colors. He did so even though he has no evidence or basis for his
statements other than his “beliefs”, whilst you have provided him with some of the documents on the
issues which I speak out about. Because he did not check out my evidence, nor make a raq&i &f me
FIRST, again shows his Willful and Malicious Intent to Slander me. Nothing he says is based on fats.
The statements I make, are supported by a paper trail, and as you know -any of my documents are U S.
GOVERNMENT documefits, DOD, CIA, CUSTOMS, etcetera.
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ing north-western Nicaragua has infected thousands of
people, killing at least 12
I can only ask for you to be observant as the enemy
creeps (or springs) upon you. I thank Dharma for
following my instructions and making extra cooked
food for a “perhaps” emergency within this week. A
hearty soup or stew with beans and chicken and some
spelt bread will get you through in good shape. You can
also slo-cook some spelt grain to add to the soup if you
like-we don’t want to break out the rest of your teeth
with careless crunchies. The belly doesn’t complain of
boredom when the hungries hit.
I would, Dharma, cook some extra slo-cooked spelt
grain to have refrigerated for breakfasts as well. A
little powdered milk or cream flavoring will be tasty on
a chilly morning with a bit of bread or toast if you have
electricity available. A”little goes a long way” with the
whole grains and hearty soups.
The news is NOT good about that which is working
its way to your U.S. and Canada from points South.
However, it is the SAME thing which was spreading
through parts of South Africa, so don’t be surprised as
it moves into your own bedrooms and bodies. The
disease will likely be blamed on the Green Monkeys, as
usual, but don’t let it fool you. These diseases of
terrible plague are borne by air, by cross contamination, and by mosquitoes. The news is in your media and
you will be hearing more. We now have news about it
from your regular newscasts and here is part of a brief
article from a Canadian paper. It comes from a resource called Reuters and this particular article appeared in Calgary Herald, Thurs., Oct. 26,1995. Thank
you, Mr. Benecken, for sending it along for ASAP
warnings to our readers. Oh, by the way, yes indeed we
find that colloidal silver with colloidal gold in THE
solution (as we produce it; I simply don’t know how
others produce their colloids, but we put gold in our
regular colloidal silver) in whopping first doses is
effective after about 24 hours. In Nicaragua the people
who have access to the colloid are using it IV or
Intramuscularly and getting more rapid results. The
usual medicines are not being very effective unless
started before symptoms occur. When symptoms become obvious, it is late to begin treatment with ordinary
antibiotics and/or drugs.
I should remind you that colloidal GOLD is effective in bringing down high fevers while keeping the
brain synapses whole during a high fever. All we can
do is offer what relief we can through the natural and
harmless products. Remember, the laws do not allow us
to practice any form or suggestion of “medicine”.
Since the symptoms of this current mysterious
disease are accompanied by hemorrhages I suggest you
try other products than aspirin until you find out whether
you are going to bleed, as aspirin has a tendency to thin
the blood and to slow clotting.
I’m not going to take time to write more than the
first few paragraphs of the article for I think you’ll get
the message. [QUOTING:]
(Canada), Thursday, October 26,
1995. [Sent in by Heinz Benecken.]
j
MYSTERY
.DISEASE
INCXJRABLE
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better intelligence says to work the land all Winter and
early Spring and get the weeds out and nitrogen forming. Perhaps we can make it a ways without having to
irrigate as that alone runs well over $1,500 a month on
just some 80 acres.
We appreciate your prayers and caring and your
continuing to inquire. We have a couple of neighbor
friends with tractors at ready to come plow as soon as
the ground is damp and they will do it for very nominal
fees-just
for equipment if we don’t get a tractor in
time. Facts are we have numerous capable tractor
drivers if we have equipment. You have to understand
something, readers: you don’t all have to agree on
E.T.s, God, or how to cook a loaf of bread-NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS STILL WANT TO HELP WHEN
AND IF THEY CAN DO SO. You don’t have to agree
on Louis Farrakhan or the Grand Jury-you don’t even
have to agree on O.J. Simpson’s guilty or innocent
verdict-but
you have to be nice to one another and
offer help back when it is needed in the other direction.
On another important subject, Rick has hit the
horror jackpot about Grand Jury manipulation [see p.
20) and it is extremely important at the current minute.
The CLC is planning to take the Ekker cases, the gold
theft case of Green and several others TO THE GRAND
JURY. It was suggested early up front by the State
Attorney General, local supervisors and the Kern County
Attorney that the case of Ekkers probably needed criminal hearings. When the RTC entered the case and the
S&L bankrupted, it needed to go on to Federal Court or
a Federal Grand Jury and simply got stymied along the
way. There is abundant information from investigations to probably indict several judges, lawyers and
corporate persons on criminal activities and conspiracy,
to name just a couple of items. There have already been
meetings with people as to how to structure and bring
the cases before the Grand Jury who is eager to get it in
their hands.
What does this do to civil suits? I assume one has
little to do with the other, Civil cases usually follow
criminal Grand Jury investigation-but
in the Ekker
cases it never is allowed to even get into a hearing
position in the regular courts-OR
TO A JURY OF
ANY KIND, in well near eight years. So, the Grand
Jury is REALLY READY, WILLING AND ABLE to
hop on this one
READERS, YOU MUST CHANGE YOUR LEGAL
JUDICIAL SYSTEM
I
ask, please, please study carefully the information as
will be offered elsewhere in the paper by Mr. Martin.
The wrongdoing in the Oklahoma Grand Jury system is
going to blow the lid off Grand Jury activity EVERYWHERE, for the prosecutors and judges CONTROL the

and doctors have been unable to stop it, health
officials said Wednesday.
Clinics in the town of 13,000 people say they have
been deluged by patients from rural areas complaining
of bleeding of the nose and gums, headaches, body
aches and severe fatigue.
“In dramatic form, patients have come in and collapsed in the unit,” said Manuel Silva, chief of the
Health Ministry for Achuapa. “All we can do is halfway stabilize them and send them off to Leon. They
only go to die there.”
The mystery disease has hit hardest in Achuapa,
about 150 kilometers northwest of the capital, Managua,
and other towns near Leon, Nicaragua’s third-largest
city.
Mothers were bringing in bundled-up children to
Achuapa’s overcrowded health center.
Nicaragua’s northwestern region was the scene of
flooding in recent weeks, and Silva said at least 18
species of mosquitoes have been spotted in Achuapa
alone. The country is fighting epidemics of dengue
fever and malaria, both transmitted by mosquitoes.
Symptoms of the disease resemble those of the
deadly hemorrhagic dengue fever....[END OF QUOTING]
Please keep alert and that immune system in good
shape. I personally suggest you up your intake of
Gaiandriana to a teaspoon or even a tablespoon instead
of the few drops for a while until this settles down as to
location, and keep some extra colloids for emergency
use. Our people here are reporting full recovery from
retching flu in about 48 hours. Most are not even
missing a day of work while half the town is down and
the schools in really bad shape. No, we can’t supply
everyone with all needed-but
we will go as far and as
quickly as we can. We simply cannot afford to move
ahead rapidly as the gold colloid is extremely expensive
to make-as you might guess with the price of gold as
it is. Each gallon is costing about $200 JUST in gold
alone without counting anything else-plus,
it takes SO. I ALSO ASK THAT YOU EITHER GET A BUNCH
manpower to attend the electrolizing equipment. We OF JURY BOOKLETS OR COPY THE LAWS AND
are spread about as thin as we can get here because time
least, give instructions as to how to acquire
must also be now spent at the farm trying to get it in
p. 14
shape for some kind of winterizing. All this in the same same through Liberty Lobby
time-span as the preparation of the Spelt into cleaning,
Rick has had to respond in his own behalf to some
grinding and production. In other words, readers, our
canoes leak and our paddles are full of holes-but
we of the accusations of Abbott and Green and in his
response, of course, there is NO WAY to serve Mrs.
keep paddling as fast as we can.
Our real need for the farm itself is a tractor and Green. In fact, interestingly enough, George told the
some plows for as quickly as rain or watering can be Sheriff that Desired’s Father had died and Desired
away for a few weeks. Then when the Sheriff
accomplished we must plow, disk and hope the weeds
will grow like crazy if we have some warm days. We didn’t believe that tale and sent someone to serve
can get the land plowed/disked perhaps three or four “him”, he said that Desired’s Mother had died and
times by late Spring,.plant some nitrogen-giving plants, Desired would be gone a few weeks and couldn’t be
and be ready for a fall planting of Spelta for Spelta is a served. Now, Desired and George are both Presidents
bit scarce as people are taking oursuggestion of turning of their OWN COMPANIES, America West(s), and
to Spelt for bread and grain. We also need some weed how is it that addresses, phones, etc., are MISSING?
burning or whacking equipment on a bit larger scale GRAND JURIES find this sort of thing very interesting
than the regular weed-whackers because some of the indeed!! But these are things I can comfortably leave
stalks have managed to get bush-sized. The corn stalks to Rick, Ed, and others to-attend in writings. The
and grainstalks we will knock over and disk and plow recent hate mail receivedby “Doris” niakes her gun-shy
_
.under. The problem is that as you’furn under. new * to write or speak of anything that revolvesaround or is
cellulose into the soil; it DEPLETES nitrogen before it attached to.her other than as a wiiter’for my needs.
...J
.
i..
_:
‘: ‘,i. ,..
sfarts producing its own and resupplying&& soil.;, Our- I - *’ 6alu.
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Esu‘LJesuf’
Sananda
Write
On Sequences
& Shieldi
Esu present in theLight ofHoly God. Those
in distant lands who gaze upon my words, and
those locally who read with an unquenchable
thirst, must come to realize the necessity of
“Sequence of Events”.
In this ending/beginning
cycle, the “dark
if you will, are making their final
forces”,
attempt
at ultimate
control of the world’s
population.
And you can see from the many
years of advanced knowledge acquired about
the human psyche that they may program any
one for
purpose at
time.
The Soul, however, remains the wild card
in the deck, for as you have so beautifully
witnessed with Cathy O’Brien, if a person be
souled, of God, that Lighted Fragment which
burns within the breast of man will be the
watchtower
that sends the beacon leading you
ever to safe harbor.
The attacks against Hatonn and Dharma are
way of lashing out in his
the adversary’s
tantrum because the dark forces are WELL
AWARE that God wins-and
that, by definition, means that God’s people win. Do not get
too distracted on dwelling on the attacks, but
always counter, action for action, IN TRUTH,
and you shall all be fine.
It is long past time that the general populace
use the judicial system the way it is intended,
for the prosecution
of criminals- but it is as
you have stated, Rick: this legal system and the
grand jury system remain a mystery to the
average citizen. Ah! But contained within that
mystery lie wondrous Solutions.

CONTACT.]

Let us take, as an example which all of our
readers will readily understand, the persecution
of the Ekkers and the political, behind-thescenes arrangements concerning the theft of
their home by Santa Barbara Savings & Loan,
and ultimately, the RTC. Do you not think that,
with the non-sale by a Savings & Loan, the
involvement of

Ekkers’ persecution, that the grand jury in Kern
County would not have something upon which
to act?
Let us take another example. What of the
theft of Institute
gold by George Green?
Interstate flight?! Do you not think the grand
theft within Kern County, which the local
sheriff did NOT respond to, is cause for a
grand jury investigation?
And, so, beloved readers, do you not see
that, even within your own local community,
there are likely to be legal issues which, if
unresolved,
can and should be brought to
justice via the grand jury system. And what of
the state and federal grand jury systems?
Ah, beloved, the answers to so many things
are right in front of you if you will but look.
Seek the answers
and they shall reveal
themselves unto you!
Ah! You say, “fraud, phoney!” Sananda
would not speak of such earthly matters and
particularly not such “local” matters. “Sananda
has the world on his mind,” you say. Ah so, and
so Ido! So I do! But Ialso respond whencalled
upon and you ones continually ask for solutions
and you are being given solutions if
you will but attend them!
We are bound by cosmic law not to
interfere in your affairs, but I -offer
direct input when asked and I may tell
you ones that the judicial system may
be turned around via the jury and the
grand jury systems if you will but take
an informed and active role! So be it!
Thomas, you know the old saying,
and it is so: “You can lead a camel to
water but you can’t make him drink.”
Ah, but the true adventure of this
journey is just beginning for you of the
Our ground crew
Lighted
Hosts.

mostly grow restless and uncertain as
if waiting for the other shoe to drop.
Long has it been said that the radiation belt may be ignited. Long has it
been said that the economy will fold,
bringing America to its knees. And yet
to those”out there”
that notha

hang your hat upon, remember the recent twomillion-man march in Washington,
District of
Criminals, that was peaceful and magnificent!
Hold firmly to the Light, chelas; hold
firmly.
Remember to keep your spaces CLEAR.
This is probably the biggest difficulty facing
our
ground
crew-KEEPING
THOSE
SHIELDS
INTACT
AND
STAYING
“CLEAR”.
I know it is difficult for you ones. I know
that place is hard. Ah, but the glory shall be
without measure.
Won’t you just hold your
God’s delays are NOT
faith a while longer?
God’s denials.
And I know my people.
You are not
I say it again: my people are not
forsaken!
forsaken!
Hold the Light and trust in me. I will not
lead you astray.
If you need help, you must ask.
The call Compels the answer!
Hold It In Your Hearts.
I Am Sananda.

Salu.
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It is important, from time to time, to REMEMBER
that we have THOUSANDS of pages of information out
to you and, yet, new readers find only an issue or two
and base all conclusions on same. It is not wise nor is
it appropriate to do so. This is, further, WHY we write
dated “iournals’‘-so
that the storv is inclusive of
Only One volume

of the Pleiades

Connection

myriads of pieces of information and comment of additional input-and
is without beginning or ending.
Some of the very important topics discussed are:
What to do when you see them coming for your land. If
you think they are after you, consult a lawyer now.
Time to clean house-WHAT TO DO IF POLICE SHOW
UP WITHOUT A WARRANT.
Other topics are:
Know Your Rights.
Civilization Of The Universe
Essence Of Nature OfHuman
LAWS OF CREATION
God Has A Plan 2000
BLUE BEAM
Revenge Is Out; Make Friends Of Enemies.
Who Is HATONN?
Soltec And Recent Earthquakes
Government’s Business Is To Control
Electronic Shutdown Of Autos
More Success With Pen And Paper Power.

series was released

from the court in Fresno:

Ely Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn
(522)
$6.00
210 Pages
You can learn the truth about the origins of humans
upon this planet, our purposes
here
and why the truth has been hidden from us.
We have help to overcome
all of our major difficulties
Ewe will return to living under the
Laws of Creation
and God.
Other topics covered:
Types of dwellings
best for our use from now on (patterned
after
Pleiadian
dwellings).
What true love is- Spacecraft-Types
of metal used in them-About
666
and its significance-The
truth about robotoids
as our world leaders and much, much more.
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In this deeply disturbing JOURNAL, Sananda
exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”,
the adversary to God of Light. Satan’s fall from
status as “Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how he
gains his power through evil deception, what
his tools are and what his limitations are.
Additional topics: Satan’s Beginning-Satanic
Commandments-Witchcraft-Satanic
Symbols
-Evil Versus Sin-Satan’s
Clever Poison-Drug
Addiction-Satanic
Music-The
Psychology Of
Evil-High
Profile Satanic Groups And High Evil
Satanic Ritual Days.

Xiller-The
And Sueltax

Action-Gaiandriana

Gifts

You,-Hyrogcn

Health-How
Dlseascq-“Blue
Beam”
Messiah Of 1665-ROME
m.
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$6.00 ,. :236 Pages
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This JOURNAL is part II of
NOMIC
( J4 ). The Government’s
thirst
for information on its citizenry is unquenchable. Is privacy possible7 This document
contains very pragmatic “how to” and tactical
suggestions to help you legally “fade into the
background”. Additional topics: S&Ls-The Real
Estate Market-Oil-Bonds-Precious
MetalsThe IRS- The New (traceable) Currency-The
War On Privacy-Electronic
Intrusion-Cashless
Society-If
Your Home Is Invaded-The
Estate
Plan That Never Dies-Special
Report (On Corporate Strategy).

56.00

“This message journal is going to be printed in its
most reasonable format for it must reach
You think that your diet-mongers,
your
‘shape-you’ directors and your ‘food expert’ teachers are
showing you the way.
NO, they are NOT.
You are
You
becoming a planet of insane and deficient humanity.
have even crippled the very animal and plant life upon your
place. IT IS ALL A PART OF THE NOW FULFILLMENT
OF THE ‘PLAN’.
YOU ARE DYING AND BECOMING
TOTALLY INFIRMBY MALNUTRITION.
IN THE ‘REAL
WORLD’ YOU CAN’T EVEN OBTAIN THAT WHICH
YOU NEED AS THE PLAN HAS WORKED ITS MISERY
so WELL.
“Since the most of this journal will be about beriberi
and the various deficiencies
of food as
with. we
will give you a definition as presented to u;. BERIBERI:
Caused by a deficiency
in vitamin Bl (thiamine
hydrochloride)
and other vitamins,
and is found in areat
where the diet consists primarily of polished rice, white
flour, and other nonvitamin-bearing
foods. Increased need
for vitamin BI; fever, high carbohydrate
intake, or alco-HATONN
holism may lead to deficiency.”
Some of the important
topics discussed
are: IN-
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Peroxide Usage FOI

Postponed
Temporarily-The
WAS DESTROYED
BY THE

.

2000

.
This JOURNAL describes the unlawful activities
of the Legislative, Judicial & Executive branches
of the U.S. Government.
Some topics covered:
Tunkashila Speaks-The
Secret New Constitution-How
American-Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) Buys Congress-Purpose
Of Gun
Control-Consequences
Of Defying God’s LawsThe Abuse Of Sister Charlotte-One
Worlders Of
The Lucis Trust (Luciferian Trust) Are ExposedJonestown-Khatars-The
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THESE
WORKS
ARE
A SERIES
CALLED THE
AND HAVE
BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT
THIS TIME.
ARE $6.00;
ANY 4
ARE $5.50 EACH,
10 OR
ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
are out of stock until
1.
2.
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5.
*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9.
10.
11.
* 12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
* 13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
*14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
+*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I
* 23 . BURNT OFFERINGS
*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
*26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENM OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
**28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
,-------I----------

+*29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
SO. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
5g.;;RET;L1Ty”

ALso

HAS A DRUM-

60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
7 1. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
74. MYSTERlES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDE

75.

TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND
AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104.
130. TRACKING DOWN THE IULLEE
“AND OTHER FORMS OF

FOR
INFORMATION
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
MENTIONED
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PAPER,
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Reproduction of this newspaper for private,
non-profit use is mnresslv encoura
as long
as the content and integrity remain absolutely
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden
unless and until
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT,
INC.

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).
Ouantitv Subscrimions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
$160 for 50 copies of 13 issues(
$275
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of
or
are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska,
Canada&Foreign
orders
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